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Holly Combs  
Holly Combs, co-founder of PEEL and ever the
glutton for the punishment entailed in the
process of creation. The lusty pursuit of an
idea. The ecstatic conception of a vision. The
long, exhausting process of growing the
intangible into being. The arduous labor of
bringing the slimy, evasive thing to the light.
And then the pure bliss, the relief, of holding
the fruits of the struggle, examining its glossy
visage with drooping eyes.
It is a mercy that you forget all the pain and
effort while cradling the end result.
Off she goes to begin it all again. 
(Thanks Victoria)

Zoltron 
Zoltron is the artist and megalomaniac behind 
his self titled design company, Zoltron Industries 
located in the Bay Area, California.
Between refilling prescriptions and regular 
jogs through the park, he also co-operates 
the infamous Sticker Robot. He has lately 
been obsessing on cobblestones and the best 
plausible formula for grout.
www.zoltron.com
www.stickerobot.com

Andy Singer 
Andy has been working as a marginal freelance 
cartoonist, illustrator and artist for over 14 
years. His single panel cartoon “No Exit” 
has appeared in as many as 24 publications 
simultaneously and currently appears in about 
a dozen. He’s published two books of cartoons-
- “CARtoons” (2001, Car Busters Press) and 
“Attitude featuring: ANDY SINGER ‘No Exit’” 
(2004, edited by Ted Rall, NBM Publishing).  He 
makes recycled art and collages out of a variety 
of materials (including fruit stickers). Two of his 
sticker collages appear on the inside covers of 
this issue.
www.andysinger.com

 
Aimee Maddox (Mad Maddox) 
An artist of many mediums, Aimee is honored 
and delighted to be a part of PEEL. “The artists 
showcased are amazingly talented,” the recent 
award winner in a cover arts contest praises, 
“and it is such a pleasure getting to pick their 
brains for insight.” 
Check out Aimee’s in-depth interviews with the 
upbeat and positively charming Waleska Nomura 
and the extraordinary talents and heroic efforts 
of the Excusado PrintSystem. 
Aimee received her BFA from the Herron School 
of Art in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Kylie Sempsrott 
Kylie assisted with the Why? interview, and well... 
let’s just be honest, most of the other material 
in the magazine as well. Dave and Holly actually 
were my assistants, and truth be told, they 
weren’t that good, but you’ve got to give them 
credit for trying. They really do try awfully hard. 
Gotta love ‘em for that. 
OK seriously: Kylie Sempsrott lives in 
Indianapolis, Indiana where she reads, 
occasionally writes, and sometimes makes crafty 
things, but most of the time she just makes 
babies, lots of them.

Kev/psyn 
The technological force and a creative factor 
in RobotsWillKill, an ever-growing counter-arts 
community and website. Kev/psyn, a native New 
Yorker is a geek by trade, a writer by habit and 
a visual artist by perpetual peer-pressure and 
divine providence.
www.robotswillkill.com 

Charlie “CHARSTARR” Jones 
Charstarr is originally from DC/Maryland but now 
resides in Atlanta, GA. In his work he aims to 
express his feelings about the current state of 
the world, sometimes with humor sometimes with 
a little controversy. The music that inspires him 
when he creates is hiphop, soul, and latin. He is 
very goal oriented and likes to get things done in 
a timely matter and he loves to help other artists 
whenever possible. 
www.flickr.com/photos/charstarr77 

Michelle Ponce 
Imaginaire, conceptrix, and creative catalyst for 
fashion design, retail, art direction, set design, 
styling, youth culture trend forecasting, market 
research, and editorial content.  
In 1994 Michelle opened the Ladies Lounge in 
Costa Mesa, CA which grew from a hip retail 
boutique to an entire side stage of the Vans 
Warped Tour. Now known as Girlz Garage, the 
group has its own tour with four girl-fronted 
bands, hitting 27 stops in the U.S. 
www.girlzgaragetour.com

olive47 
o47 hails from the west coast, u.s.a. she likes 
small non-threatening mammals, magenta, mr. 
ramen, painting walls, cute portuguese boys, dub 
music, pancake parties, and white middle-class 
kids who pretend to be gangstas. she was once 
rumoured to be the bastard daughter of tammy 
faye bakker, and her friends tell her she’s a good 
dancer. she might be in love with you.
www.olive47.com

 
Dave Combs  
Dave thought it would be fun to do a zine about 
street art but had no idea what he was getting 
into. He likes to draw and paint, take walks with 
Holly, and watch cartoons with their two children.
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August 3rd, 2006 - 3:18 AM
blog entry
I did an interview with PEEL maga-
zine a few days back, solid people 
who run a great magazine about 
street art and sticker culture.  
I mainly ramble about my mean-
derings in some of the art/toys 
things that I do. I love it when 
you meet new people and they turn 
out cool as fuck. That hardly hap-
pens and when it does it puts a 
smile on my face.
Vinny 
Less Than Jake

Dave & Holly,
thanks guys inspiring me and for 
giving me an outlet for seeing art 
work from all around the world.

Oliver
http://www.thegypsykid.com

Total greatness. Get inspired.
Hi Holly,

It is amazing that you create your 
mag with such a small staff, and 
with two young ones no less. My 
roommate just got the latest  
issue, the No Boys Issue, and we 
both can’t stop being inspired  
by it. 
What specifically is inspiring 
about the magazine is that you 
encourage the DIY spirit. Giving 
props to people who aren’t always 
in the spotlight, I don’t know, I 
think that encourages people at 
all levels by showing that anyone 
can do what they truly want to do, 
and it shows inspired work and 
new ideas. And, not only do you 
include stickers, but you offer 
a bonus pack for the hardcores. 
Everybody loves goodies.

That picture of you and bido is 
adorable. I want to do my hair 
like hers :) 
Take care & thanks for making a 
neat thing & sharing it with  
the world.

Looking forward to the next :)
Awesome, ert
Ert O’Hara
Juxtapoz Art & Culture Magazine
http://www.juxtapoz.com

YESYESY’ALL,
It is a kick ass publication I 
hope you guys keep blowin up as 
it is hard to get my own copy, 
I’ve only seen it at other peoples 
spots. BTW, My name is Repo(rwh) 
...anywho keep it up love the mag, 
peace REPO(rwh) Minneapolis MN

I luv the No Boys Issue its the 
first copy I have ever picked up at 
Borders. The medium is cool and I 
love the innovations in this art 
form I am going to start putting 
more stickers up on the walls in 
my city.
well PEACE B, and Keep on bringing 
the good stuff.
Johnny
--ranpha

Hey Dave,

Great talking with you and Holly 
today. Connecting with good people 
reminds why I do this shit in the 
first place (-;
Thanks again for all the support 
and synergy. 

Take care,
Benjamin Morgan
Director, Quality of Life

hey Dave & Holly,

Hope all is well with you & fam-
ily. I’m sure it is getting a bit 
craz’d grabbing all the needed 
components for this next big ISH. 
Gonna be very cool.
We’re very excited about being in 
your next ish... If not already 
conveyed, CONGRATULATIONS on how
PEEL magazine has changed the face 
of the culture.

thank you
rick ahrens, stickyricks.net

Apr 26, 2006 9:11 PM
Subject: PEEL

if this is really the guys, let me 
say you guys mag inspired me to do 
what ive really wanted to do! and 
thanks for that cause now I have 
the best new hobby and everything, 
so thanks alot for that. later
KAM

To the fine, fine folks @ PEEL,

I’m a mad fan of your publication. 
Reading it inspired me to get off 
my ass and make my stickers and 
paste ups. Thanks for the inspi-
ration. Big, big ups! Keep up the 
great work!

Peace ~ IMPEACH

Paul Ecdao aka NOMAD 
www.myspace.com/hoodednomad

Thanks for everything so far  
holly! and fyi, i’m seriously 
ready to pounce on the next  
issue, haha. take care, peace! 
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Where does the name AKO 
(or sometimes Akayo as a variation) originate?

I’ve been writing AKO since about 1996, I had a gang load of other 
names before it... it stands for “assassin killing obstacles” or ”another 
killing others”. It just kind of stuck with me throughout the years and 
it’s just what naturally flows out of my hands when I’m writing. Just 
three letters plain and simple, you can’t miss it. It also means red in 
Japanese. I love the color red a lot, it’s a strong bold color with many 
statements behind it.

The San Francisco Bay Area has produced some major talent 
over the years, but doesn’t seem to get the recognition that 
other cities get. Would you like to speak to that? 
 
I feel San Francisco is kinda in a way left off the map when it comes to 
coverage in the street art and graffiti world, especially with the whole 
sticker world. You see a bunch of LA and New York everywhere with 
websites and things dedicated to their works. I’m not bashing either 
place but in San Francisco we have such a wonderful history with 
Twist, Meta, Dug, Dream, tie you would think it would be more of the 
epicenter of street art.
We have a different type of stickering going on right now, a lot of hand 
crafted and artistic stickers being made that are so different than any 
other place. When people come to visit me from out of town they are 
amazed with the unique stickers going on here...People like age 42, 
goast, Pez, twist, Pi, Pro, Chue, destn, upc, DAVe, Tunks, are really 
doing some of the best stickers around mixed with a touch of graffiti 
mixed with some artistic visions a lot different from what I see other 
places....

When did your work start appearing in galleries, 
and how did that come about? 

Well in about 2001 I started thinking and I came to that point in life 
where I was like I’m not going to be a nine to fiver working in an office 
so I set out to do my art. I’ve been creating art all my life whether it be 

Having recently shown work side by side with some of the world’s most 
renowned street artists such as fellow Friscan, Twist, Kaws, Neckface, 
Space Invader, and Futura, San Francisco’s AKO is our top pick for 
the yet unpublished second generation heavies list. If there were a 
guaranteed recipe for success we think it would look something like 
this: outstanding talent, simmered with unique vision, stirred by pure 
passion, and all vigorously poured into a serious work ethic. We think 
that’s AKO’s recipe to the letter, and what’s more he serves it up 
fresh with an authenticity that’s particularly rare.

When and how did you start hitting the streets 
with your stickers?
 
Well I Started making stickers in about 1994 when I got into graffiti 
and street art. I always loved skateboard stickers like the old Santa 
Cruz Pushead stickers. Just something about stickers they’re always 
around in the skateboard community, I had a collection before I even 
did my own and put them on the streets. But I used to go to the local 
post office and take all there labels and just run wild with them. It was 
always a safe and quick way to get up and plus I could draw on them 
for hours and be creative besides just putting my tag on there.

Why the trucks?

The trucks symbolizes as a graffiti writer when you see a blank empty 
truck parked somewhere you use it as a blank canvas for your graffiti 
or street art, that’s where “empty objects” comes from. Plus usually 
the truck’s owned by a corporate company so it’s my way to utilize 
their money and resources as an outlet for my art. Trucks travel like 
trains throughout the city streets and surrounding towns. I still see an 
occasional truck running I painted in the late 90s. But when it came 
to the truck stickers, I was drawing a lot of trucks at the time and I 
started printing stickers of it and it stuck. It all kind of happened on ac-
cident with the trucks. It wasn’t my first choice to print stickers of but 
it was the only drawing I had small enough to print on stickers. I like 
seeing little trucks lurking throughout the city streets. Plus people tell 
me it makes them smile when they see them around.

AKO EMPTY OBJECTS
interview by Dave Combs   
photos by Rob Greenleaf
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street work or canvases... I did it for years until people kept telling me 
you can do something with this... I didn’t really realize the whole gal-
lery world was out there until one of my mom’s friends knew someone 
who was doing an art show with graffiti artists at a local college and 
said I should put some work in there. Since then it kinda sparked 
a new adventure and non stop shows. It’s a lot of work and dedica-
tion doing shows and producing a lot of good work. Still to this day I 
am amazed that someone would want to hang my art in a gallery or 
museum or even buy it with their hard earned money. I want to make 
one thing clear for others - just cause I have work in galleries and mu-
seums doesn’t mean I ever stopped working on the streets, I’ve been 
working on the streets for over ten years now and that’s my true art 
form and love. Nothing’s worse than a street or graffiti artist stopping 
their street work just cause they’re in the fine art world now. I see too 
much of that crap now a days. My work began in the streets and will 
never end in the streets.

You’re a second generation artist. How important has family 
support been in your path as an artist?

My mom is a wonderful artist and has been my biggest supporter and 
fan and has helped me throughout my career through the ups and 
downs. She does some super intense drawings and ceramic work and 
is an amazing artist and has been teaching art in schools to all grade 
levels for almost 20 years now. She loves that I’m successful with my 
art and very proud of me. It’s good to have a family that supports me 
cause a lot of people I know their family shuns their art. Me and my 
mom visit art galleries and museums all the time whether it be Van 
Gogh or Barry McGee. I hang out and kick it with my mom all the time.
My whole family has been so supportive of me and always go to my 
shows. My brother is always wearing my tee shirts. Me and my mom 
did a two person show in a gallery together a few years back and I’m 
sure we’ll do another one soon in the future.

At the time of this interview you’re looking forward to a big 
show. Can you tell us a little about that? 

Well right now I’m just putting the finishing touches on my first solo 
show at Space Gallery here in San Francisco which is going to be an 
amazing event. It’s been a lot of planning and work but I’m very happy 
with everything. Then next year I’ll be doing one in Los Angeles at Bend 
Gallery, which is a wonderful art place and then in 2008 I’m going to 
New York to show at Troy Denning Invisible Gallery which I can’t believe 
I’m doing it and they want me there in New York to show. It’s a dream 
come true and I wake up everyday in amazement of how good things 
are going. I mean I’m living my dream...when I was a teenager this was 
something I dreamed of and now it’s all happening. But I work with the 
greatest people on the face of the earth and have a wonderful family 
that supports my every move.

What are some of your goals for your career, and for  
you personally?

All I want to do is make good work and have people enjoy it and inspire 
people to do their own thing whatever it is. It’s possible you just 
have to work hard and do it. You don’t have to work a lame job being 
miserable about life. If you have a dream just make it happen... That’s 
what I want to show people with my art - that it’s possible. If I can just 
inspire a few people to live their dreams that’s better than any amount 
of money or fame to me. I want to travel more, I really want to go to 
Japan soon so if there’re any galleries in Japan reading this hook me 
up and get me out there. Besides that just to keep putting my work 
on the streets and doing my thing. I’m releasing a small book soon 
published by Sticky Rick’s which I’m very excited about and I’ve been 
working hard on so I’m super excited to do it. It will showcase my art 
doodles and street work from the past decade. Besides that I really 
want to do a vinyl toy soon.

for more AKO visit: www.sitekreator.com/upvolm





LA street artist, DJ, toy designer, musician, writer, philosopher, Shiro 
Fujioka does it all. And he does it well. He’s a contributing writer and 
photographer for Heads Magazine, he’s worked with Kid Robot, he DJs 
both solo and with the band Urban Assault, and he shows no signs 
of stopping there. To examine Shiro’s body of work requires a pretty 
big lens. The best we can hope to do is to give you a glimpse into the 
mind of the man and let you dig in from there. 

Share some of your earliest memories of pursuing creative 
endeavors. How far back can you trace it?

I was raised in a very artistic household. I was part of the last gen-
eration of kids that didn’t have video games at home. My Mom is a 
fashion designer and artist. I grew up watching her sketch designs and 
turn the designs into patterns and patterns into clothing, it was a very 
stimulating environment. She would always encourage me to express 
myself, she would sit me down with crayons and markers and paper 
and let me do my thing. When she saw that I was really excited about 
drawing she gave me a few lessons on perspective etc. Later in my 
childhood my cousins moved in with me and we used to sit at the table 
and draw for hours entertaining ourselves with our homegrown comic 
books and t shirt designs. I launched my first t shirt company with my 
cousin when I was 16. It was Called BS (Big Shit) we were into the hip 
hop/drum and bass/skateboarding scene. We didn’t sell too many of 
them because we were more focused on the creative process and not 
the business aspect of the job.

Weren’t you also in the school band?

Yes... I was a band nerd, I started playing clarinet when I was in 5th 
grade I switched instruments when I got to 6th grade to drums, I 
always wanted to be a drummer since day one. My mom used to give 
me a bunch of pots and pans and wooden spoons to get busy with 
when I was a little kid. I really enjoyed being in the marching band and 
playing in Christmas parades and school events... I was such a geek 
and didn’t even know it at the time. I stopped playing traditional drums 
after high school because I got an Akai MPC 60II sampler when I was 
16 or 17, that’s when I started getting into music production. I was 
working a full time job at the time and was able to save enough money 

to build a little pre production studio at home. I ended up meeting 
some local MC’s through a friend and we cut our first demo in my bed 
room studio. We started going to open mic spots like the world famous 
Good Life Cafe and later started doing shows at clubs around Los An-
geles and a year or so later we were going on small tours out of state. 
Music has been a very positive and important part of my life.

With so many different talents, do you ever feel burdened with 
more creative ideas than time to execute them and how do you 
balance it all?

Balance is another medium I’m still learning to work in, the art of 
balance takes a liftime to master. I’m an only child so it’s easy for me 
to day dream and come up with new ideas for art, toys, and music. 
I wake up and take a shower brush my teeth make a smoothie then 
go outside and work on paintings for a few hours, then I’ll sculpt and 
make a few Pot Head action figures for 2 hours or so. Then go to the 
post office and send out toys and paintings. Stop and make lunch... 
I’m a vegan so 90% of the time I cook for myself and my girlfriend.
Then I just get on myspace to answer messages and check my email 
for web sales. Then at night I write music in my home studio to relax 
and rinse wash repeat. I’m not sure how I squeeze in a weekly DJ 
gig, working at Freeburning Record store a few days a week as the 
Manager/buyer, and rehearsing 2 times a week with my band Urban 
Assault. My lifestyle is a labor of love. 

Some people who know you for your music or visual art may not 
already know that you’re a contributing writer for Heads Maga-
zine. How did that come about?

I got in contact with Heads Magazine about a year ago after they did 
an interview with me about my Vandal and Pot Head action figures. I 
was the very first toy designer to grace the pages of their magazine. It 
was an honor to pave the way for all the other toy designers that are 
included in Heads now. After doing the interview I really hit it off with 
the Heads crew and we stay in contact on a regular basis. They were 
trying to get some more street artists to be in the mag and they knew I 
was pretty well connected in the scene so I started interviewing people 
and shooting pictures for them.

interview by Dave Combs
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How did you come up with the Pot Heads and 12 oz Vandals? 

I came up with the 12oz. Vandals around 2000, I entered in a toy 
design competition the ningyoushi.com was having. I won 2nd place 
by the way. That was the moment I got amped to produce art toys. I 
came up with the concept soon after the 1st. series of Vandals were 
produced for Kid Robot. 

How long does it take to create one?

It’s pretty time consuming to make my line of toys. I sculpt each head 
by hand, none of my figures are mass produced. I like each one to be 
an original piece of art... no two are alike. So to answer your question 
each figure takes a few hours to complete from sculpting, painting and 
assembling a boxed figure.

Does marijuana play a role in your creative process?

Well, yes and no. I don’t give credit to marijuana for my creativity. It 
does enhance and influence some of my work but I’m not dependent 
on it.

Does it play a role in other aspects of your life?

I do enjoy smoking herb for the spiritual and medicinal benefits. I 
also really enjoy cooking with cannabis. I’m really into speaking on 
the many different uses of cannabis for meditation, medicine, and 
cooking. I’m also a supporter of the industrial use of hemp for fabric, 
paper, fuel etc. I’m on a mission to break the stoner stereotype, I run 
circles around a lot of people that are anti marijuana. I think alcohol 
and TV are way more dangerous than herb.

Why in your opinion are alcohol and television considered more 
socially acceptable “drugs”?

Television is one of the best designed mind control weapons in the 
history of the world. TV shapes and molds the minds of people in all 
walks of life. I come from a diverse family, my mom is black and my 
dad is Japanese and I grew up in a multi-cultural part of Los Angeles 

so I was able to see and interact with a lot of people from different 
cultural backgrounds and classes. But people that live in a part of the 
world that’s not as diverse only have the experience of what television 
has to offer and unfortunately TV for the most part only promotes 
stereotypes and spreads fear. That’s why I enjoy magazines like yours, 
and independent documentaries, it’s good to have an outlet that 
shows people in a different light. The history of alcohol is another 
topic I love to talk about. A lot of the richest families in America got 
their start as bootleggers during prohibition. I.e.: Joe Kennedy (John 
F. Kennedy’s father), Al Capone and Sam Bronfman who later went on 
to start the Seagram empire. It’s very shocking to find out that this 
poisonous product is responsible for America’s growth as a super 
power in the world.
The United States alcohol industry generated $1.8 billion way back 
in 1903 from a product that has no redeeming qualities. It’s sad that 
making money is more important than people’s well being. TV and 
alcohol keep us numb and unstimulated. It’s a way to divert our atten-
tion from more important things that are taking place in our world. This 
is the same methods the Romans used back in the day with the games 
at the colosseum to keep the people distracted and not focused on 
world issues... now we watch football, same shit different mop.

Besides researching and speaking out about the benefits of can-
nabis what can people do to change misconceptions about it?

The biggest things people can do to support the movement is to 
behave in a respectful manner and inform people about the positive 
effects of cannabis other than smoking it. I know a lot of people that 
are supporters of the movement that own successful businesses, 
parents and artists that have no criminal background. These are the 
responsible users that don’t get seen by the masses. We have to offer 
more than the typical stoner slacker burnout. So make sure you project 
intelligence and excellence when speaking about the subject.

How does music influence you and your visual art? 

Music and art is my form of meditation, it’s very therapeutic, I like to 
approach music and art from an old spiritual perspective... the process 
and journey is just as important as the destination.



Do your music and visual art influence and affect each other? 
 
Absolutely, I always visualize abstract shapes and colors when I’m writ-
ing music... a lot of the times when I’m working on a painting I try to 
imagine what it would sound like and the same theory applies to music 
like... what would this piece of music look like if it wanted to travel 
from the auditory world into the visual realm.

What are the last 5 albums you’ve listened to?

Scriptless Verse by Aloke Dutta (he’s a tabla master that I study under)
Electric Mud - Muddy Waters
Haiku D’etat - Coup De Theatre
Rich Man Poor Man - Barry Brown
Cobra Strike - Buckethead

What is the last concert you have been to?

Wailing Souls at The Dub Club in Los Angeles

What band or musician do you want to have a moment 
alone with?

Alive, I would have to say Danny Carey, he’s the drummer from the 
band TOOL he’s one of those people that have unlocked the secrets 
of rhythm. Alive in spirit, I would have to say Ustad Ahmed Thirakwa 
he’s a tabla master that has also unlocked so many beautiful rhythms 
that musicians still have not discovered at this point in our evolution, 
rhythm is a essential part of our world. Everything in life is rhythmic 
from the smallest insect to the way the planets orbit. Rhythm is the 
one thing we should all work towards connecting with. Ride the rhythm 
of life like a surfer rides waves. By the way, the Tabla is a set of drums 
from India.

What is your favorite guilty pleasure music?

All the 80’s music my girlfriend plays and sings to me when we’re 
spending time together. i.e.: B 52’s Rock Lobster, Millie Vanilli, Kaja-
googoo etc.

What song do you want to sing at your favorite karaoke 
hang out? 

Paradise City by Guns n’ Roses

for more visit: www.audibleobjects.com
and: www.myspace.com/djshiro 





It’s difficult to discuss street art at any length without covering the work  
of Shepard Fairey who is viewed by many as the Godfather of modern street 
art. Though he takes no credit for inventing the methods he’s employed 
over the past 17 years to spread his worldwide OBEY propaganda cam-
paign, no one could reasonably argue the position that anyone has taken 
those methods to the level Fairey has. The argument begins as soon as the 
topic of selling out comes up. Has Shepard Fairey sold out? It’s a divisive 
issue and even the most objective observers when truly honest find them-
selves in one camp or the other.  
The American Heritage Dictionary defines a sellout as, “one who has 
betrayed one’s principles or an espoused cause,” and levelling that accusa-
tion at an artist is perhaps the most aggressive form of attack on an individ-
ual’s artistic integrity. Now that the OBEY coup has invaded mainstream 
department stores the sellout cries are louder than ever. To answer his 
critics, PEEL magazine asked Shepard to tell his side of the story...

Why do people call you a sellout?

I think people call me a sellout because they’re so conditioned to thinking 
that if something gets larger that you have to sell your soul for that to hap-
pen because it is so difficult especially in art. It’s so difficult to make it as 
an artist that there are a lot of people who can’t ever accept that if you do 
make it that you didn’t work with evil forces and sell your soul in some sort 
of way. There are a few fundamental things that it all boils down to for me 
that have made me choose the path I’ve chosen. They’re really really sim-
ple. One is, I’m a populist. I believe everyone should have access to things 
that are intellectually challenging, aesthetically stimulating, high quality, but 
shouldn’t have to pay a lot for it. Therefore, I want to make it accessible. 
Whether that’s putting stuff up on the street, or offering it at a reasonable 
price as a poster or a t-shirt, I want to make what I have accessible. People 
want things that connect them with the culture they relate to. Seeing art on 
the street is great but everybody that likes something they see on the street 
would also like to have something that shows their connection to it. So 
whether that’s owning a sticker, a t-shirt, a screenprint, that’s the reason 
my book is called Supply and Demand. It’s because once I did my thing on 
the street, people started wanting it. One of the first things that I realized, 
was people were making “bootlegs” of my stickers that were derivations, or 
tributes, or homages, or making fun of my sticker. It was causing a reaction 
culturally, but as well there were also people that were just trying to exploit 
the resonance that I had created with what I did.

How do you feel about that exploitation?

It shows that what I’ve done has made an impact, and that’s what I set out 
to do. So it’s gratifying in that way, but also for the years and years that I 
spent completely broke spending every last dime I had on making stickers 
and posters and stuff, to have someone once it reaches a level of reso-
nance come in and exploit that for their own gain and not have me benefit 
from it is not just in any way. The weird thing is that people say, “That guy 
sold out.” People that try to sell out exploit a trend that already exists to 
quickly cash in. They don’t nurture something for ten years. Everything I 
built is because I believed in what I was doing, not that I ever thought it 
was going to be about financial gain. The financial gain in my opinion is a by 
product of sticking to my guns and doing it right. There are so many people 
that get inspired by something and they don’t have the tenacity to stick it 
out and they never get anything out of it. Or they just try to jump on some 
bandwagon, and they get some quick payment, but they don’t build anything 
that can endure. The interesting thing about street art is just how critical 
people are of their own community. I know some people get more mad 
about Neckface doing a t-shirt than they do at George Bush invading Iraq.

Isn’t that type of thinking inherent to underground cultures such as 
skate, punk, and even hiphop to some degree?

The sort of sellout idea? Well, in hiphop it’s like, “I’m going for mine,” and 
everybody loves that. There are a few people that are sort of grumpy like 
De La Soul or whatever because they never really hit it as big as 50 Cent. 
I’ve made the decisions I’ve made and I’ve never had sour grapes if I’ve 
paved the way for Banksy to sell a painting to Christina Aguilera for fifty 
thousand dollars, or Neckface to sell out art shows and get the cover of 
Thrasher. I’m happy for them. I always feel like whatever those people are 
doing has its own merit. It fits within the zeitgeist in a way that’s working. 
And I have nothing but good feelings towards people that are doing well. 
The thing that’s really interesting about punk rock is there’s that whole 
sellout thing too. And that’s my background, punk rock and skateboarding. 
But the other component of it is that people who skate and are into punk 
rock wear the representations of their culture as t-shirts, buttons, pants, 
their hairstyle, everything. It’s like sending out a beacon call to people with 
a similar cultural interest, like, “This is what I’m about, I’m representing 
this. Are you down?” In the 80’s if I saw another skateboarder, somebody 
with a Santa Cruz or Independent t-shirt, I ran up to them to bond with them 
because it was such an outsider community. The interesting thing is that 
the very items that made those people connect with each other just at a 
glance, are the exact same things I’m being criticized for now. Independent 
sells millions of t-shirts in Pacific Sunwear and I never hear anybody saying 
they sold out.

SHEPARD FAIREY
ON $ELLING OUT
interview by Dave and Holly Combs
photos by Mark the Cobrasnake
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Do you think it’s jealousy from people who don’t have the tenacity  
to follow through on their path in the same way you have?

Yeah, absolutely. And for a lot of people it’s ignorance. A lot of them are just 
naïve. An example is a guy I used to skate with in San Diego, a graffiti art-
ist. I saw some of his work and I was like, “Man, you should do skateboard 
graphics.” He worked for a shoe company and had some in roads. He was 
like, “Fuck that shit! I’m never gonna put my art on no skateboard, that’s 
sellout.” Then three years later he’s offered a skateboard company to art 
direct and his art is all over skateboards now. It was this, “I don’t want to 
be a member of a club that doesn’t want me.” He was too scared to put 
his stuff out there. A lot of people do graffiti, including me, because there’s 
no fear of rejection. You’re imposing it on people whether they want to see 
it or not. You don’t have to go and sell it, do your song and dance, “What 
I’m doing has merit, please show me in your gallery, please hire me to do 
something for your company.”

When things of an underground origin reach a certain level of  
mainstream acceptance, it seems without fail that people within  
that culture begin to criticize. Why is that?

It gets back to what I was saying before, I’m a populist. Even within these 
underground cultures, there’s a level of elitism that makes me sick. It’s 
that when I’m one of the few people that know about Neckface or Banksy 
or whoever and they’re the new hot thing, I’m into them because it’s some-
thing that makes me superior. When they don’t have stuff that’s accessible 
to other people, whether it’s geographically I live in New York or I live in Lon-
don so I have the inside line on this stuff, and I can brag about how I’m in 
this exclusive club that knows about these people and have access to what 
they do, that’s great. As soon as more people do, I’m no longer superior, 
and I reject that and I move on and look for the next thing that makes me 
superior. This is a reflection of people who have nothing to offer, they just 
leech onto other things. This elitist attitude comes from not having anything 
to offer themselves so they have to kind of project onto other people what 
they wish they were about.
It’s kind of like Banksy or Shepard or whoever, they’re a martyr for street 
art. They get no gain and It’s almost like a Jesus Christ situation. Someone 
else suffers to absolve me of my sins. That’s really creepy to me and I will 
never do anything to foster that mentality.

Why is underground seen as having integrity and being good,  
and mainstream as being inherently bad and being sellout?

It’s because typically people controlling the mainstream totally suck, and 
all they care about is making money. However, if one were to be able to 
raise the bar for popular culture altogether and have a situation that was 
more mainstream and still good quality... the analogy I always make is the 
Beatles. You can’t fucking front on the Beatles. They made good music. 
They made challenging music, especially in their later years. It’s like the 
smartest person in the room and the dumbest person in the room could 
dig what they were doing. And if you didn’t like them, it’s just cause you’re 
player hatin’. Even if it’s not your cup of tea, you can’t really front on the 
quality of it. You know what I’m saying?

What is it that holds people back from going bigger or being  
a full time artist?

There are a lot of people that their insecurities about ever striving to do 
something to take something to the next level make them boohoo anything 
that does or they just don’t think they want to deal with it. There’s a lot 
of things holding them back. It’s human nature to justify the position 
that you’re in and to try to downplay why you haven’t had more success. 
Especially with street art it’s really difficult to succeed. Every single artist 
that’s doing stuff on the street, if they weren’t trying to communicate with 
an audience and have a voice and do something creative, which I’d imagine 
they’d rather do full time than work at a shitty job, then they’re lying to 
themselves. Otherwise they wouldn’t be bothering with it.
I’m totally lucky that I come into the office and work on art all day every 
single day. It’s still a lot of responsibility and a lot of stress. And that’s not 
to mention the years and years of living at the poverty level and just busting 
ass. I’ve got no apologies because I’ve already kept it real for so fucking 
long. Things have an arc and if something stays underground forever a lot 
of times that means it’s not that good because it doesn’t find a fan base. If 
something is really good, it’s going to resonate and it’s going to find a fan 
base.

Now that PEEL magazine has wider distribution and a growing  
fan base, sometimes we hear similar criticism.

What they’re saying is, “Oh my god, a doctor could walk into Borders, pick 
up a copy of PEEL and go and do street art, and we don’t need any more 
people.” Or something like that. My attitude has always been the more 
people who get inspired by what I call alternative culture the better.  

Whether it’s punk rock music, or skateboarding, or street art, or hiphop, or 
zine making, or whatever the fuck. The more people that get inspired by that 
rather than sitting back and letting MTV spoon feed them their lives, to me 
is vastly superior.
However I’ve noticed just with my friends that are in street art, I don’t 
necessarily get into a debate with them every time it comes up, but my 
posters have been up for a long time, and then somebody new comes along 
in LA or New York that’s doing posters and people are like, “Aren’t you 
bummed on all these biters?” I’m like, “Come on, I didn’t invent wallpaper 
paste and posters. I’m not the first guy to ever do it.” I was inspired by 
Barbara Kruger, by Robbie Conal, by numerous graffiti artists, and then 
my inspiration manifested in the form of posters. Just because people are 
doing something doesn’t make it a bite. There’s room for plenty of people in 
this world. I like seeing more people up. If I see something that’s boring or 
derivative I hope that in the process of doing it that person starts to evolve 
a little bit and take it into their own direction. But I’d definitely rather see 
people out there doing something even if it’s not that good because then 
there’s going to be a learning curve. It’s all trial and error. If you’re not do-
ing it, you’re not going to improve. A lot of people are paralyzed by their fear 
that they won’t be good enough, and they’ll never get any better because 
they’ll never practice.

Have you experienced that trial and error growth  
personally in your work?

I look at some of my early stuff and I’m kind of embarrassed by it but at the 
same time, it was part of the evolution to where I am now. I think most of 
the work I do now is pretty graphically sound.

When did you first start hearing the cries of sellout?

A lot of people were down on me for having a graphic design career even 
starting in ’97 which is when I went into it full time. Prior to that I was run-
ning a screen printing company. The weird thing is that even at that time, 
when I was like thirty thousand in debt, people were like, “Why are you 
selling out doing graphic design?” And they thought that exposure equals 
money, and even though I’d been in magazines I was still in debt. It’s just 
the idea that as an artist you’d even work for anybody else besides yourself 
makes you evil. Well the Sistine Chapel was commissioned by the church. 
That was a paid project. (laughs) It’s no different from like doing an album 
cover now. My response to all those people was when I was working as a 
screen printer I was working for people printing karate uniforms and stuff for 
pizza restaurants and shit that I had absolutely no cultural connection, and 
that was just so I could make money to do more street art stuff. To me I 
was compromising way more then than when I started doing graphic design 
because the graphic design I was doing was for skateboard companies, 
street wear companies, album packaging, and people that I actually had 
a cultural connection to. And my strategy with doing graphic design was 
always like, at least I’m honing my skills as an artist and designer even if 
I’m doing stuff for other people. And I’m generating money from that which 
means that I don’t have to kiss the ass of the fine art world with my art. 
That I don’t have to worry about how many posters I sell, who I piss off, 
who I please. I just do what I please. So the content of my fine art was 
never affected by market forces in any way. So for me to have an inside 
outside strategy like that there was no compromise where it counted. And 
where it counted was my street art which was also my fine art. My goal was 
always to keep as pure as it could be, and not have to be like, oh shit I 
gotta hustle to sell some posters. That’s something that I think is all about 
integrity and no compromise, and that it would be something that would 
turn around and bite me in the ass is totally ironic to me.

What about more recently?

Anybody who’s calling me a sellout, all they have to do is look at my fucking 
book. It’s seventeen years worth of work. Anybody who would question 
how street I’ve kept it should take a look. There’s huge street installa-
tions from 2006 in there and it goes all the way back to 1989. Name one 
other artist that’s done work on the street for that long. Haze did stuff for 
like two years, Futura, three, maybe five years. It’s like all these guys that 
totally have respect, I don’t know how these guys like Futura and Haze have 
avoided the backlash. Maybe it’s because these guys aren’t as visible but 
they both have clothing lines, they both do corporate design gigs. Person-
ally, I wouldn’t work with Nike. I’m not a fan of Nike, but they’ve both done 
stuff with Nike, and that’s usually a big sellout target when you do stuff 
with Nike. Except for this weird phenomenon of the Sneaker Pimps type 

I’ve got no apologies  
because I’ve already kept  
it real for so fucking long.

(continued next page)



people who support Nike, but they totally hate sellout shit but then they 
spend like two hundred dollars on sneakers. There’s a lot of hypocrisy. But I 
try to stay positive in all this and just keep it quality and do what I do rather 
than dealing with the hater because it just saps your energy. But we are on 
the topic so I’m gonna call a spade a spade.

Some time ago you were quoted as saying, “Fine art is dead.” Now it 
seems that things have come full circle and not only fringe galleries 
but influential galleries such as MoMA are showing work from the 
street. Do you want to speak to that at all?

Sure. Trends in art come and go, and I don’t really trust the fine art world 
so I don’t put all my eggs in that basket, but as long as what I’m doing isn’t 
catering to an elite fine art crowd, if it’s embraced by the fine art world, so 
be it. There’s nothing wrong with that. My attitude is that I’m going to use 
all the machinery at my disposal to try to get my messages across. And if 
some people think that the message itself is corrupted by the medium, and 
they think that work in the street is great just because it’s on the street 
even if it has nothing to say – that’s stupid to me. That’s like saying the 
fact that it’s out there on the street makes it good even if it’s not. But I 
would still tend to agree with that more than thinking something in a gal-
lery is good just because it’s in a gallery. I respect the street as a tool of 
empowerment, and use of public space for freedom of speech and expres-
sion. There is this weird thing where if you show in a gallery, that somehow 
corrupted the art. But it’s just another medium for exposure, whereas a 
t-shirt is another medium for exposure, where putting your stuff up where 
you know a television show is going to be filmed so it shows up in the 
background is another medium for exposure. They’re all just different tools 
in your arsenal, where saying you’re only going to use the street is kind of 
narrow minded. I always say, “By any means necessary.” And when my only 
means at my disposal was the street that’s what I focused on primarily and 
I still do a lot of stuff on the street. But in a gallery where I or any other art-
ist can make a controlled presentation, get their ideas across and also take 
advantage of the machinery of that world, then the MoMA is going to influ-
ence magazines to cover it. These are just part of the trickle down to get 
the work to the people and all of that is really important. The thing you don’t 
want to happen is you don’t want the fine art world to be controlling your 
content because they tell you, “This is what’s going to work, and you’re not 
going to get to the people without us.” I’ve obviously already gone around 
that, and I’ll embrace it while it’s working for me and if at some point it’s 
not working for me, I’ll do something else.
Even doing album packaging or posters for bands or skateboard graphics, 
I get to put a piece of myself into every single one of those projects. So 
that’s a secondary tier where I’m satisfying the client’s goals, but I’m also 
satisfying my own. Every single thing I apply my art to I look at as a way 
of getting it out. The fine art world is just one part of it. Everybody likes to 
make these distinctions, but I think since the pop art movement there really 
isn’t much of an aesthetic distinction between what is fine art and what 
could be like video game packaging. To me it’s a lot of semantics around 
context, and if you’re putting a message into something that’s a little bit 
more mainstream a lot of times that’s way more fucking subversive than 
like, OK, I know people who already think like I do will come to this venue 
and look at the art and we call all fuckin’ jerk each other off and nobody 
who would have really benefited from seeing the stuff who didn’t agree 
whose perspective may have been shifted by the work has seen it and it 
just exists in a vacuum.

At your recent book signing in San Francisco the crowd who showed 
up wasn’t necessarily who one might expect to see, but more of an 
uppity crowd. How do you respond to things like that?

It was everything from straight up graffiti thugs to a couple who was in their 
eighties. There was a lot of diversity. I think the thing about my work is it’s 
not cryptic, or designed to be only understood by the graffiti community or 
the street art community, where you have to have studied the vernacular 
of that world for many years to be able to understand it. I don’t want that 
anyway. And once again we’re back on that topic of that subcultural elitism. 
So if somebody showed up and they were bummed out because there was a 
diverse group of people there and it wasn’t just street art people, then it’s 
the phenomenon of, I liked Nirvana when they put their first album out and 
only twelve people from Seattle knew about them. But then they put out an 
album that was really amazing but a lot of people liked them and so now 
they sold out. 
Subculture has been exploited so much by the mainstream that now people 
just want to keep it super exclusive because they have this fear that it’s 
just going to get watered down and ruined. But I think that if something 
genuinely affects people it can’t get ruined. No matter how many people 
try to cut stencils like Banksy or design like I design if the work makes an 
impact those copycats can’t ever be the original. There’s no way to ruin the 
quality of the original. Hundreds of people try to paint like Michelangelo but 
you can still tell it’s not the real deal. I think if something’s really good it’s 
always going to be valued by people. In the short term, all the sellout stuff 
kind of bothers me, but I think that in the long term my work will stand. 

Keith Haring got a lot of criticism for the Pop Shop in New York and doing 
calendars and stuff, but he’s seen as somebody who critically pushed 
street art forward in his time and took it to the fine are world as well. And 
Basquiat did the same thing. And the reason that his work is worth more is 
because he did less and died even younger, however, who’s more familiar 
to the masses? Whose story is better known? I think Haring. I prefer him 
for that reason. He felt guilty when his paintings were selling for a lot of 
money. When Tony Shafrazi sold a 14,000 dollar painting, Keith Haring went 
and made 3,000 offset prints of the same painting and gave them away 
in Central Park. And every gallery I’ve ever worked with would tell me not 
to do shit like that. Don’t make multiples, etc. And the weird thing is that I 
actually have a feeling that a lot of my critics would shut up if I didn’t make 
prints and t-shirts and all that, but then my work would only be available to 
rich people. And to me, that’s in total philosophical opposition to what most 
of the people do street art would say, that it’s for the people. And people 
want something to hang on their wall. (laughs)

Can you talk about the Hot Wheels design you did recently?

Yeah, it was a limited edition thing for the Peterson Museum. They had this 
VW bus that they were doing and they asked me if I would do a graphic for 
it. I’ve been into the anti-war peace kick, so I did it like a late 60’s hippie 
bus or whatever with some of my graphics. To me that’s a cool item that’s 
going to hit a different crowd than some of my other stuff. I think it was 
limited to 1,000 pieces. And the thing about that when people are like 
that’s a sellout move, I hardly make any money from that anyway. I don’t re-
ally care whether people think I’m making money off it or not, but my whole 
thing is nobody’s making you buy anything. If you don’t like it just don’t buy 
it. It’s not like I’m doing Best Buy commercials like the Black Eyed Peas or 
something.

What was it like being a character in a video game?

My interest in that was that all the other people in it were people who 
inspired me when I was coming up. I’m the only non New Yorker in the game 
and it’s all people that put in a ton of work on the street and that were 
crucial in the development of graffiti culture. And I felt honored to be put in 
it because I was largely influenced by those people so it was a tremendous 
compliment. Street art is not permanent. It’s something that might last for 
a day, it might last for five years, but it’s going to be gone. Being in a game, 
in a way, at least that’s preserving it for eternity for what it is. In the end, all 
that’s going to be left is photographs because the art is going to go away. 
Also to reach an audience who might not be plugged into it, that’s exciting 
to me, promoting graffiti.
The irony about the video game for me is that I don’t even play video 
games because I don’t sit around. I’m way too busy for that. I don’t waste 
time just being entertained except for occasionally watching a movie or 
the Simpsons. I felt like if somebody’s already into playing video games, 
then something that promotes something that’s visceral, empowering, and 
rebellious that may get them off their fucking couch and out onto the street 
then that’s a plus. Being that I’m the only wheatpaste guy in that video 
game, a lot of people that might be into aerosol graffiti for them that’s cool 
to have the other guys in there. But for the people who might not relate to 
aerosol graffiti, to have me in there is another route to promote the idea 
of going out to do stickers stencils and posters. I saw all those things as 
positives. And all the people that are like, “Oh, that’s a sellout move,” once 
again the check from doing the video game thing... not that much. It was a 
few thousand dollars. It’s not like Tony Hawk where I get royalties from the 
game. It’s not really that much money. It was more the coup of being put in 
something like that and being sort of immortalized.



Like getting up... virtually?

Exactly. That gets right back to my rationale of what I was saying earlier 
about getting my work out there by every single different mode that was 
at my disposal. There’s an interview with me from 1992 from somewhere 
where they’re asking, “What’s the future? What would you like to see hap-
pen?” And at this point I had just upgraded to vinyl stickers from paper and 
was making a few t-shirts and basically subsistence living. I was like, “I 
want to make watches, and Izod shirts, and all sorts of weird stuff like that 
which will freak people out because they won’t know what to make of it.” 
And everyone was like, that’s so funny, that’s so subversive. But then when 
it actually happens they’re pissed off. (laughter) Because it was the whole 
thing where I love the idea of that coup, but when it actually gains traction 
and it’s not just a hypothetical thing, then they’re bummed out.

Why do you think that is?

I think it makes some people mad because they like the underdog status 
and the whole community of saying, “Fuck it, I’ll just have my shitty job 
and make a couple of stickers here and there because that’s all you really 
can do, man”. When somebody disproves that all of a sudden their whole 
half-assed attempt at anything they’re doing is all shot to shit because it’s 
been proven that it’s possible and they don’t have any excuse for not taking 
it further. I have no patience for laziness at all. I’ve worked really really 
really hard. There have been a lot of people I owe gratitude to for helping 
me along the way, but there wasn’t some lucky break. There was just like, 
“OK, if that route didn’t work, try something else, try something else, late 
nights, weekends. For seventeen years, and I’m still fucking going. I worked 
all Saturday and Sunday this weekend. Last night I worked until one o’clock 
in the morning. I just work all the time, and I enjoy what I do, but you’re 
not going to get to where I am by going to Sticker Guy and getting twenty 
stickers done and maybe sticking them on your block, and then getting on 
the internet and shit talking, you know what I mean? It’s just not going to 
happen.

Anything else you would say to those kids who might be  
looking to what you’ve done for inspiration?

It’s gonna take some serious effort... and patience. Things don’t happen 
overnight. Patience and effort. But the main thing that it takes is doing 
something that is unique enough to create its own niche. You might be work-
ing within an existing niche like poster art or sticker art or aerosol art, but 
you’ve gotta do something that is your own vision that’s unique. If you’re 
just trying to copy what’s cool that’s already working you’re too far behind 
the curve to build your own thing. When I came out with doing what I was 
doing I didn’t have any belief that it would go nearly as far as it’s gone, 
but even then I was like, “I’m not going to do aerosol graffiti because that 
community’s totally saturated. I’m going to do my own thing. Everything 
exists within a timeframe, a zeitgeist, and a context, and if you understand 
what that is and what you need to do to be relevant within that then you’re 
going to go a lot further than if you say, “Well, twenty years ago, this is what 
worked for that person,” then you’ve totally missed the boat. And if you 
believe in something you have to stick to it, because there’s always going 
to be a million detractors. People say, “That’s not going to work, just give 
up,” because if you do give up then you’re no better than that person and 
they like that. People like to feel like if they’re being lazy, that they’re not 
missing out on anything. (laughs) And then there’s a lot of jealousy when 
stuff does happen. I lived in San Diego for five years and that’s a city where 
there’s a ton of talent, and people aren’t really capitalizing on their talent 
because they’re too lazy. I’m totally stereotyping, here.

Isn’t that the stereotype though, that artists in general are lazy?

Yeah, and I think the other thing too is that as an artist, I tend to hate struc-
ture and be somewhat antisocial. However, to accomplish what I wanted to 
accomplish I went against my own tendencies in order to take what I was 
doing further. I can have a meeting with somebody about doing a graphic 
with them, and I can show up on time, and I can be articulate about what I 
do as an artist, in order to negotiate shark infested waters with business-
people. Not just being like, “Screw this, I’m a rebel artist anarchist.” In 
a way I’m much more subversive than that rebel anarchist because I get 
what I want out of the situation without having to compromise. The person 
working for Warner Brothers doesn’t realize that I’m satisfying my own 
agenda while satisfying theirs. To be able to deal with the things in that 
world that most artists don’t want to deal with, that’s already going to put 
you at an advantage in terms of making a viable career out of art. Some of 
it is annoying, but in the long run, I’m the one that’s calling the shots, and 
even more so with the more things I accomplish. There’s nothing that gives 
you more freedom than having something out there that’s successful that’s 
seen as a cultural milestone or whatever and then after that it’s like you’re 
opening doors doing things the way you want it done. Whenever I’ve done 
commercial art I’ve always done it in a style in which I wanted to be hired 
to do more work. Rather than being a style chameleon, I’ve always done it 
my way. There’s a balance between being an uncompromising impossible to 
work with asshole and doing things where each door that gets opened and 
each barrier that gets broken down, it gets easier and easier to do things 
your way and have it on your terms every time.

To sum it up would you say that you do what you love doing,  
you do it your way, and you get paid?

Yeah. Anybody who says you’re not a real artist if you’re not suffering, well 
I already did that suffering for a really long time, so I think at some point 
you know... even Catholics get to leave purgatory at some point, right? Once 
they’ve paid their dues. The weird thing is I don’t even need to do street 
art any more as part of my career. I don’t need to do anything that revolves 
around independent culture at all. I don’t need to do a magazine that puts a 
spotlight on other artists. I don’t need to do a gallery that shows emerging 
artists. None of that. If it was about selling out, there’s tons of other things 
I could be doing that would definitely be a more expeditious way to just 
generate more revenue. But that’s not what I’m into.

The title of your latest book Supply and Demand  
suggests the relationship between currency and value.  
Would you like to speak to that concept?

The funny thing about that is that maybe some people think I’m seriously 
saying, “Yo, I got paid off this shit.” Supply and Demand is an economic 
term, but it’s also a reference to cultural currency. I created cultural curren-
cy for what I had, so that then I was able to make actual money off it.  But 
perceived value and what gives something its value is something I address 
in the book left and right. That as something gets more popular it actually 
has less value to people that want to be part of that secret handshake 
street art club. But that’s fine because that’s not the people that I’m most 
concerned with reaching anyway. It never has been even from the beginning. 
That a lot of people in the graffiti world that I respected liked what I was 
doing was really cool, but it was never a goal. You know a lot of it is that, 
“What are my peers going to think?”, mentality that holds people back. But 
you know the funny thing about calling the book Supply and Demand is that 
a lot of what I have done has been to address the concept of value. There 
are going to be a lot of people that are going to be too stupid to look further 
into it to realize that, but it’s kinda funny. If I’m misunderstood, it’s usually 
by people that I don’t care about that much anyway.

for a further look: www.obeygiant.com

If you believe in something  
you have to stick to it, because 
there’s always going to be a  
million detractors...  
if you do give up then you’re no 
better than that person and they 
like that. People like to feel like  
if they’re being lazy, that they’re 
not missing out on anything.





Excusado Printsystem was established three years ago.  
What was the driving force behind forming the crew and using 
street art as a form of expression?   

From the very first moment we got together in order to make a fanzine, 
April 2002, we felt like we didn’t want to work on graphic design just 
for the money or joining a well-known advertising agency. Above all 
stuff we are good friends, we met each other while playing soccer and 
we started working on practical and simple reproduction techniques. 
We started with the fanzine (number 1,2,3) then we decided it was 
about time to face the streets, first with posters, stickers, stencils, 
then our interventions increased in quantity and size. Now, I think our 
driving force has always been curiosity, that people can see our work 
out there and challenge rules, first at the university, now in the streets 
and collective thought. 

Each of your four members has acquired nicknames 
(Stinkfish, Deathbird, Saintcat and RatsonRop.) 
Where did these monikers come from? 

These nicks were taken as word plays, animals, and qualities. Well, 
ratsonrop is a composed nick and it can be read in different ways. The 
idea came out when putting the word “pornostar” backwards, then 
it shows the words rats, rat son or dead rat (multiple personalities). 
These alter egos show definitions and features that really fit us and 
they are even much funnier than our “Christian names”.
 
All of you are graphic designers and hold jobs at prestigious 
companies such as Vogue, Sony and Saatchi + Saatchi.  
Would you say you lead a double life? 

This is a fake double lifestyle, Excusado is made of parallel stories 
that get mixed up from time to time, some are real ones and some 
others come up when we get together to have some beers. When we 
developed our fake profiles we never thought of working for huge com-
panies; however, Excusado is still working on projects that get closer 
to that hidden story and it still allows us extend the myth. 

Are you pretty secretive about your alter egos? 

We try to stay undercover, by keeping low profiles and our work as top 
secret, but there have been more people around looking for us, we 
answer interviews, help school research, rehearsals, home videos, we 
get into lectures and conferences so in the end, the only way of keep-
ing ourselves out of the spot would be by being covered with masks. 

Observing your work, there seems to be several different styles 
and focuses such as eroticism, death and political propaganda. 
Is this due to four different opinions and interests or an  
evolution of your work over the years? 

Our work was born in the middle of our great friendship; it is based 
on our most morbid and liberal thoughts and taste. We have devel-
oped different kinds of aesthetics to express what we really want 
to express. It is a mixture of independence and teamwork really. We 
could also say that this way of working would only be exclusive for 
us, as a result of the different research we began four years ago by 
using several kinds of means and techniques, Nowadays, we can 
notice some evolution in the way or working with stencil, this came out 
through experimentation and practice. It is possible to say that we are 
in a path that may lead us to big surprises, new shapes, new sizes 
and new basis. 

There is also a strong concentration on children.   
What is the relevance of their imagery in your work?  

We use the images of children thoroughly as a way of looking for a per-
manent space and cultural memory in the streets. Nowadays, Bogota 
is a rookie in street art, the image everybody has about the streets is 
related to danger, chaos, bravery, beggars and fear. It means, streets 
are home’s foe, the caring and protective place. Through our stencils, 
we try to show the streets as the place for community and cultural 
setting, through images that bring us back to those moments of in-
nocence and calmness as childhood, and give asphalt a friendly face 
image that invite people to walk around it and discover it. 

interview by Aimee Maddox
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One of the attributes of Excusado that I find refreshing is that 
you have involved the community, especially the youth, in some 
of your projects. How did this begin? 

When we began to make street art, we realized that any proposal in 
this field was original and new. The main problem has always been to 
be recognized because of our work by not confusing us as vandals and 
end up behind bars. So we started to make workshops about basic 
techniques on reproduction, stencil and graffiti, first by having invita-
tions to schools, universities, neighbourhoods and cultural events. 
The work is mainly made with children, teenagers and  grown ups, we 
call people so they can work with us and we try to show our work in 
non-conventional places, trying to link as many people as possible, no 
matter what their taste is. 

What are your intentions involving the public? 

We didn’t plan to involve community into our experience; it is some-
thing we have been discovering on a daily basis. Every time children 
reach out to us when we are working, we notice that street art has be-
come a way of expression for ideas and community setting. From the 
intervention of a political practice (painting in the streets) beyond the 
message or the content, we try to invite others to own the techniques, 
to encourage independent ideas to have their own development and 
results. 

Has law enforcement ever intercepted with your involvement in 
the community or in the making of your art on the streets? 

Our work has led us to develop projects to influence the entire city by 
means of the local government. By always keeping our independence, 
we create an expectation campaign about the discussion on youth 
public policies. Besides painting, we have also developed workshop 
and lecture projects in public schools and institutions that work with 
youth and adult population. Nowadays, we are arranging a bit of “Des-
fase Segundo Asalto” (Desfase Second Round) with some of the local 
government’s administrative tentacles. 

You have made statements in other interviews that no one is 
to be out on the streets alone for safety reasons. What type of 
“dangers” have you encountered? 

The main problem is that people do not recognize our job and they 
tend to confuse it with bravery. Our inconveniences come from author-
ity, which still follows orders of filling up jails with people kept as a 
preventive way or looking for a bribe in the cold city night, they regard 
graffiti makers as an evil group that paint without any permission and 
damage private property. These piglets don’t show up unless their 
slaves, private security, number two issue, who are watching from 
their spots, report “the appearance of a group of suspects with paint 
and stained hands” and in some extreme cases, they just stop us by 
attacking in groups with watching dogs and bikes. 



Gang violence and the tagging of their territory are prominent in 
Bogotá. Has there ever been a confrontation with gangs while 
creating your artwork? 

No, actually we have had a good way in into the writer’s scene. Graffiti 
is not part of violence among gangs, they tend to use the tagging, it’s 
true, so those issues are worked out through painting, so there are 
some events developed so that painters and crew are called, there are 
self arranged competitions where there is a jury, rules are set and a 
final verdict is given. The first times we attended these festivals, we 
were guests, showing a remarkable difference between graffiti and 
stencil graffiti but nowadays we get into the competitions as an only 
category beside them. 

Whose idea was it to produce Desfase (a street art exhibition) 
and what artists were invited to participate? 

The idea of “Desfase” is to join the artists that are reproducing the 
street art scene in Colombia and Worldwide for two months, to show 
these works in the middle of an environment of interchanging ideas, 
product presentations, fanzines, stickers, stencils, posters and ap-
parel. Desfase is made of the visual and marketing samples, seminars 
(workshops/lectures) about street art. It will be the most important 
event about graffiti in Colombia this year. For this year, we have some 
artists from Spain, USA, Mexico and Brazil, besides Colombian artists 
from Bogota, Cali and Medellin. This is still quite a confidential project. 
We can just let you know that it will take place in November 2006 and 
we already have 30 confirmed artists.

What can we expect from Excusado in the next 5 years? 

All the results we have gotten with Excusado, (first fanzine, then street 
art, now trends, then worldwide mental protection) can show us that 
there have been more surprises than plans. In the years to come: Rats 
will buy a couple of factories in south Asia, Insane Cat is sued for ha-
rassment to a fan, Stinkfish is converted into Quantic Presbyterianism 
and will found his own church, and Deadbird will have large family and 
will have to work from sundown to sun dusk until he wins the lotto and 
he can finally afford a mansion in the Mediterranean. No doubt, you 
will certainly have news from us, good luck and see ya. 

for more visit: www.excusa2.tk



It all started as a little kid sitting around with the family listening to 
old records and experiencing music for the time. I knew early on that 
music is everywhere and truly was a part of my everyday life. As early 
as grade school I tried to study and learn about music. Then I found a 
very close connection between music and art. Something about com-
bining audio with visual changed my everyday thinking. My everyday 
surroundings inspired my music and my music would inspire my art. I 
was making music and art and taking it back to the streets. Music has 
given me the chance to travel all around the world, it helps me when 
I’m down and makes a good day better.

I grew up in the suburbs of Chicago in a little town called Oak Park. 
My very first memory of music was when I was around five. I remem-
ber setting up all the pots and pans in the kitchen and banging away 
on them with wooden spoons, pretending I was rock star doing the 
famous drum solos. As a family we would sit around listening to old 
records, my step-dad was into jazz and big band music and my mom 
was always rocking the Beatles. I would just sit there taking in all the 
music, day dreaming and drawing with my crayons. (Sometimes it 
seems like things have never changed.) My mom started to see that I 
had a strong interest in music and helped me get into the music pro-
grams at school. I started playing the violin and piano in grade school. 
I remember my first concert. We were playing ode to joy and I practiced 
and practiced to make sure everything would be just right. The night of 
the show all I could remember was it all being over and hearing all the 
crowd clapping, it was the first time I really felt proud about myself.

I started to experience different kinds of music traveling and listening 
to the car stereo. I remember hearing electronic music for the first time 
on the radio, it was around 7th grade. They were playing house music 
and I remember thinking to myself what are all these crazy sounds, is 
my radio broken? So high school came around and I hooked up with 
some kids and started a punk band called the Speed Queens. We re-
ally didn’t know what we were doing but it was still fun to get together 
and jam. I would bounce between the guitar and the drums. We never 
did play any shows and no one’s parents would let us practice at there 
houses anymore so we quit.

Around the second year of High school I went through some major 
family problems. My family went through a split up. I ended up moving 
in with my aunt and uncle in Chicago. Being in new surroundings and 
having no friends was really hard at first. My school was one of those 
schools that bussed people from the housing projects, so I was sur-
rounded with gangs, and fighting was an everyday thing. This is the 
point in my life where graffiti comes in.
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I found myself out of school  
and out of touch with what was  
really going on in my life. Music 
and graff were the only things 
keeping my head above water. 

I ran into some 
other kids that 
were always 
drawing in 
black books 
and they got me 
into the whole 
graffiti scene in 
Chicago. I joined 
this crew CPT 
(can’t phase this) 
and started putting 
up stickers and writing 
my name everywhere. 
My first name was biggy. 
I started to find out that 
a crew wasn’t really my 
thing so I dropped out 
and just started writing 
solo. Now I was writing sirg. 
Eventually I stopped going 
to school altogether, and I 
would take the Chicago transit 
around town listening to music 
on my head phones and bomb 
everything. I would spend my days 
traveling the city and my nights at 
the fireside bowl taking in all the lo-
cal and touring bands. I found myself 
out of school and out of touch with 
what was really going on in my life.

Music and graff were the only things 
keeping my head above water. I got myself into alternative school-
ing and got my GED and also ended up getting a regular high school 
diploma. Then I started taking classes in graphic design in downtown 
Chicago, but I still had this feeling that I really needed to keep music 
as a big part of my life. That’s when electronic music started to creep 
into my life. I got into the rave scene, and I was going to underground 
parties all around town. I starting making mix CD’s and slowly learning 
how to use music programs. I was even lucky to have a good friend 
work at the local college station, where I got a chance to play some of 
my music on the air. I ended up transferring colleges to Florida and I 
continued studies in Show Productions.

Right after school I packed everything I owned and moved to Los 
Angeles. I struggled living in a one bedroom with four people in North 
Hollywood doing internships and odd jobs around town. I ended up 
hooking up with a band and being their sound guy on a three month 
tour. That’s when the gypsy kid started. I was traveling to a new city 
every night, meeting people and putting up stickers. After the three 
month tour, I ended up signing a contract for a six month tour traveling 
to different parts of the world. Music has really saved my life and 
who knows where I would be with out it. I’ve been through some good 
times and bad times in life. But music and art has always been there 
for me. It gives me a way to express the things I see and do in life. 
From the minute I wake up to the minute I go to bed music and art will 
always be a part of my life.

www.thegypsykid.com



For the past fifteen years Oakland’s DAVe Warnke has been a prolific 
street artist. It’s hard to imagine a single Bay Area resident who hasn’t 
seen his colorful characters cheering up the urban landscape. During 
that time he’s also taught art to kids of all ages from painting to pho-
tography to printmaking. But until very recently the idea of combining 
his passion for doing street work with his love for teaching art was the 
furthest thing from his mind. “After all, street art is usually illegal and 
often equated with vandalism and gangs,” he says. But when the art 
teacher and after-school education administrator at the James Lick 
Middle School in San Francisco asked if he could teach street art in 
their after school art program, his surprise quickly turned to excite-
ment for the possibilities.

The fact that the James Lick students lived in neighborhoods full of 
street art, and were enthralled by it was the connection. Street art 
spoke their language. It was young, mysterious, spontaneous, and hip. 
In their eyes, “museum” art was none of those things. Could this natu-
ral enthusiasm for the artform be harnessed into an appreciation for 
all art? Could it be channeled into legal forms of creative self-expres-
sion? Teaching the methods and styles of street art within the safe, 
legal confines of the classroom seemed to him that it was worth a try.

DAVe recounts: 

That first class at James Lick Middle School started with a 
box of pens and markers and four curious students. These 
first four students looked at photos of street art and copied 
what they saw. I talked to them about lines, color, and 
composition. The basics of any art class—but the students 
didn’t know that. They just knew they were having fun.  

Three months later there were thirty-five students and lots 
more markers. Each student received a black book. These 
hardbound sketchbooks served the same purpose as a 
boarded-up window on Valencia Street might. They were a 
place to practice, compose, create, and stick stickers—a 
place for students to express themselves. The black books 
also were public and communal, just like street art:  

students exchanged books with each other so that they 
could share their work. 

Week after week, I’d bring in more photos of street art from 
books and magazines. I also brought in actual stickers 
and stencils by street artists from around the world. The 
students loved these and papered the pages of their black 
books with them.

Leveraging the students’ interest in street art, DAVe connects with stu-
dents to teach not only foundations of art, but also some foundational 
principles for living well. In his classroom respect is the one rule that 
trumps all others. Students are encouraged to respect themselves, 
their teachers, and their community. The positive results are quickly 
evident when both teachers and parents begin commenting that some 
of the school’s most difficult students start to exhibit talent, focus, 
and good behavior in the Street Styles class.

Even in light of all the positive results, there’s still the issue of legal-
ity. Whenever discussing the class it’s like the giant elephant in the 
middle of the room. Everyone knows it’s there, and it can’t be ignored. 
To be admitted, each student must have a signed permission slip from 
a parent or guardian and must sign a personal contract agreeing not to 
engage in illegal street art activity or vandalism. In DAVe’s opinion it al-
lows students to study all aspects of the artform somewhat objectively 
in a safe environment. While some of his students are already familiar 
with the adrenaline rush, excitement, and potential fame associated 
with illegal street art, the class balances those aspects with education 
about the physical dangers and possible legal consequences of it as 
well. During the class students learn about the benefits of doing com-
mission work. They collaborate on a legal mural which involves no risk 
and typically lasts longer than unsanctioned work which is most often 
quickly buffed.

After learning the three R’s all day in school, Street Styles students 
learn the three P’s after school. In DAVe’s class the three P’s are what 
separate vandalism from street art. In order to be true artists, all 
students must learn them and apply them at all times.  
The three P’s of Street Styles are Purpose, Placement,  
and Permission. 

Street Styles
from the concrete to the classroom
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The three P’s aren’t rules: they are ques-
tions and topics to consider. By framing them 
this way, students are taught to think for 
themselves about what makes the difference 
between art and vandalism—rather than just 
being told what’s illegal and destructive. The 
principles of the three P’s are reinforced in 
class via group discussions, writing assign-
ments, and by observing examples of street 
art, graffiti and gang graffiti on field trips and 
in photographs.

Students are taught to consider the following 
questions:
What is the purpose of your work?
What placement do you select for your work 
and why?
Have you asked permission to put up your 
work and why or why not?

If after the class ends his students decide to 
create illegal street art, DAVe believes they 
will be able to make a more informed decision 
after considering the three P’s, weighing the 
risks involved, and experiencing first hand 
some alternatives.

For the future DAVe is seeking support 
and funding for a year-round Street Styles 
course. His vision for the first year is to hold 
the course at Root Division, a co-op in the 
Mission District that provides studio space 
and classes to artists and to provide all the 
teaching and administrative functions himself. 
After the first year, the possibilities are end-
less, and he would love to see Street Styles 
become a city-wide arts program with classes 
held at various sites around San Francisco 

and taught by other artists. He also envisions 
Street Styles evolving into a student-run busi-
ness where students can create street art 
influenced hats, t-shirts, and messenger bags 
and sell them in local stores and at year-end 
exhibits. Eventually he’d like to develop a 
Street Styles Web site, where students can 
photograph their work, post it online, and 
share it with youth from other cities.

To make a tax-deductible cash donation, you 
can send a check to:

Youth Speaks
attn: Joan Osato/Street Styles
290 Division, Suite 302
San Francisco, CA 94103
USA

On your check please write  
“Street Styles” on the memo line.

You can also make a donation  
online at www.youthspeaks.org

In the Gift Information part of the  
on-line form, please make your donation  
on behalf of Street Styles.

Send donations of art supplies,  
stickers, books, etc. to:

DAVe
attn: Street Styles
P.O. Box 20031
Oakland, CA 94620
USA



Old school, 93, 94, 95...99. I first met Yoni back in the day when we 
where both just kids hangin out in Indianapolis and Cincinnati. Some 
of the best times were spent in PA at Messiah College where we went 
to a yearly messianic youth conference. Yoni was quiet, very quiet, ob-
serving, listening, and content to be in the background. It was always 
surprising to hear him... not typically speaking but playing any drum 
set he found. One of my greatest memories was a “drum off” that Yoni 
had with brother Josiah. It was incredible. I remember thinking, is my 
mouth open? I was so amazed at the raw talent of these siblings. 
While talking with my best friend Dara on the phone earlier this year 
she updated me on Yoni and how he wasn’t the quiet young lad we 
knew from the early 90’s. She said, “Yoni is like famous” I replied, 
“You mean quiet little Yoni?” Wow.  

WHY? is a folk-pop, indie-hop, sometimes-mustachioed, psych-rock 
three piece that operates out of the Oakland Bay Area under the bold 
banner of the anticon collective. At the band’s helm is Yoni Wolf, 
who—with his candytime-dissonant, singsong-suicide style—has 
recorded under the name “why?” for the best part of six years. After 
meeting fellow anticon tribesman Adam “doseone” Drucker in art 
school and subsequently dropping out, Yoni developed his signature 
sound over several projects: the lo-fi thought-rap of Greenthink (with 
doseone), the critically lauded dreamscape crunch of cLOUDDEAD 
(with dose and anticon DJ/producer odd nosdam), and the hushed 
bedroom aesthetic of Reaching Quiet. Yoni left the Midwest in 2001, 
went solo for two why? EPs and one brilliant full-length, and now he’s 
found a permanent home in his Berkeley bandmates.

Yoni writes and sings mainly, but he’s also known to dance, play any 
instrument he can get his hands on (piano, keyboard, guitar, bass, 
drums, harmonica), sample, and occasionally beat his chest like a 
gorilla. Doug (or “Death Metal Dug,” as the others prefer) is the utility 
man, maneuvering such heavy machinery as pianos, guitars, samplers 
and turntables. Josiah plays drums, teaches drums to little kids, eats 
drums for breakfast, and sleeps drums at night. Driven by brotherly 
competition, he also plays anything that Yoni plays. Despite Yoni’s 

proclivity for rampant collaboration (he’s worked with Hood, Fog, DJ 
Krush, Boom Bip, Sole, Dept. of Eagles, and 13+God), WHY? is, and 
will continue to be, his first love. Here’s what he had to say about the 
music of Why?... 

Who is Why?

Well....right now, WHY? is music created by me, (my brother) Josiah, 
and Doug McDiarmid and I’m sure some other people will help once 
we start recording the next record...

What is your purpose personally and musically?

That’s a real hard one...I guess, in a nutshell,  boiled down to its 
purest form and sold for pittance on the mean streets of my universe, 
I would have to say I am trying to express what it’s like being alive to 
me while I’m alive, for when I’m dead...I can’t say that’s a very grand 
thing when you think about it in terms of the true size of things and all 
but that’s who I am and what I can do while I’m alive.

When we talked you said “Words are fucking important.”  
How old were you when words became so important and what 
moved you to start writing?

I guess I started writing shitty sentimental poems  with a hip-hop twist 
in high school...I think the more I wrote, the more serious I got about 
it, especially when I started putting it out there in the form of songs.

You show evidence of musical and lyrical genius.  What do you 
consider your main inspiration? Who has been an inspiration to 
your writing? 

You flatter.  I think in the beginning, when I first started recording I was 
really into like Bob Dylan and De La Soul...Now, I can’t get enough of 
the Silver Jews (check them out if you haven’t) and some old Leonard 
Cohen stuff...

WHY?
interview with Yoni Wolf
by Holly Combs
photos by Jessica Miller
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You capture ordinary moments in your music, elevating them to 
extraordinary experiences for the listener. How is that different 
from normal conversation for you?

Writing is like taking the little things that are “profound” enough to be 
written down, to be remembered you know. Where as in a conversation 
it’s all improv, you’re just kind of bouncing off of the other person... 
you know going back and forth. That’s more of a reciprocal situation.
I think when you’re deciding that something is meaningful enough to 
write down you’re choosing it more carefully because there’s less of a 
likelihood that something will fit into that category. Anything goes in a 
conversation. I think in a poem or song you only have a certain amount 
of things that you are going to want to say to the whole world, or the 
westernized world that’s gonna be able to find your record in a record 
store...
I don’t mean that in a grandiose way. I don’t think about it in a grandi-
ose way. I’m not a preacher, and I don’t talk about politics or religion. 
I don’t talk about things that are really bigger than me that much. I 
try to keep it to just my own personal life, and in that way it’s maybe 
relatable to other people who have their own personal lives and might 
relate to the kind of stuff I’m talking about.

When you write, and then you get on a stage, and perform and 
you say these words, people accept it, whereas if you were to 
say it to someone sitting in another setting they might think you 
were kinda wack?

I can say more intimate things in a song. It’s interesting. In our society 
it’s not okay to say certain things out loud, but you can kind of get 
away with things if you put it in a poem or song. People take that as 
being your inner thoughts and everyone knows that everyone has 
those thoughts. Everyone masturbates or has sex, or thinks about kill-
ing themselves. So those are all things that you can kind of hint at in a 
song, that wouldn’t necessarily be appropriate to bring up at a party.
I just figure this is how I’ve been living for the past couple years, just 
trying not to hold back. Even if I’m in a relationship, I don’t mean a 
romantic relationship, I just mean in my relationships in my life I try 
to talk about things that are important issues to talk about, even if 
it’s tough to say. You just have to hear the words coming out of your 
mouth, and then you’re like, “Okay. Well I said that thing there.” And 
then someone reacts. I think it’s the same way in writing. You just 
have to not really worry about reaction, and just understand that this is 
your true feeling coming out of you, and just let other people react how 
they’re going to react.
I always felt like my main concern with making music was the verbal 
message or content. I was always hyper-aware of that. And maybe that 
does come from listening to the Beatles and Bob Dylan; you know old-
er stuff where the vocals were just mixed higher. More importance was 
placed on the melody. I wouldn’t say with the Beatles that their lyrics 
were always superb. There are definitely some questionable Beatles 
lyrics, or since they were pop early on, they had to keep things more 
vague than maybe Bob Dylan did. He was more fearless I think in that 
way. You know definitely how it was mixed was vocal heavy, and placing 
more importance on that than a hype or a feeling. And I can appreciate 
music that doesn’t place vocals in importance so much like My Bloody 
Valentine, spacey type stuff that’s more about the vibe of the music. 
Our music is more about the lyrics and the delivery of the lyrics. That’s 
what I do mainly. Why not feature the thing that you consider impor-
tant? Some of my friends, who are very lyric-heavy people will still bury 
the vocals a little bit, because maybe they’re scared to just let it fly.

I always thought of  
(creating music) as  
sculpting the sound. 

Can you talk about what it was like going from being a shy kid 
to being in the spotlight?

I don’t know. I think that I realize, it comes from the same place that 
the silence comes from in a way. I think I realized at some point that 
I didn’t have to be ashamed of how I felt or the things that I thought 
about. I could just be outward with them, and let other people process 
and decide whether they need to lock me up or something like that.
And they haven’t yet so that’s great.

Can you describe your creative process?

I didn’t really grow up thinking of myself as a musician but more as 
doing visual art, and when I did start recording I always thought of it 
like that. I always thought of it as sculpting the sound. You can record 
one track that has one rhythmic idea, and then place this other thing 
on top of it. Like, now I need a drone here. I would think of a drone or 
a keyboard part that’s sort of monotonous or one note. And I would 
think of that as being sort of a wash for a background. And then you 
think of your vocals as being poky and sort of the subject. The other 
little rhythmic parts I thought of as being different more intricate 
designing aspects of middle ground. I did always think of it like that. 
And I still do.

(continued next page)
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Growing up your brother Josiah had a lot of formal music 
training. Your approach seems more intuitive than technical. 
And how does that dynamic influence the creative process  
for Why?

After talking about the way I think of the production, that’s kinda 
where I’m coming from. Josiah has gotten to the point, through 
working with me, that he can think of it that way too. The same with 
Doug, he’s definitely a big part of the process at this point as well 
in a similar way that Josiah is.
I can have an idea for something, and then either of those guys, 
being that they are incredible musicians, and also have a great 
sense at this point for how to arrange things, or what kind of things 
fit together. And they can really flesh something out. And I can have 
an idea for a part like some rhythmic guitar pick thing, just a vague 
idea. And they are so good at taking an idea I might have and add-
ing onto it, and taking it way further than I thought it could go, and 
really be able to play it in real time.

The song Crushed Bones deals with some of your earliest 
experiences with death or thinking about death, from the 
Backwards Racer at Kings Island to some dealings with the 
music business in London. Can you expound on that?

Yeah I think the feeling of death was there. I don’t think that was 
the number one thing I was thinking about in either of those situa-
tions. I put those two parts in my life, or experiences I had together, 
because they did have a similar feeling, just a feeling of darkness 
washing over me. And for some reason I connected those feelings 
in my mind.
You know that feeling on the backwards racer, where the sky is kind 
of ominous and in both situations there’s a light rain going on in 
London and Cincinnati, and there’s this feeling that you’re just sink-
ing into something that you don’t want to be sinking into. But you 
realize, you know more in a way, than when you’re just sitting there 
eating cotton candy. You’re like okay, oh this is what’s going on I’m 
sitting on this roller coaster. I felt more like giving into it whatever it 
does to me, it does. And the rollercoaster is like the music industry 
because this is where I’m at and I can’t really control it.

How does the music industry affect you artistically?

At this point I’m pretty into the situation that I have. We have a label 
called Anticon that I co-own with seven other people. We can kind of 
do whatever we want. I feel pretty free to do whatever. I’m in close 
contact with the two people that run the label. So I think it’s a pretty 
good situation. At one point I considered signing to other labels. At 
this point I’m pretty comfortable there. I hope that we can do good 
work in that realm. No one’s going to put me in a McDonald’s com-
mercial if I don’t want to be.
In the beginning we started making stuff that was so shitty, that we 
really just had to do everything ourselves because no one was going 
to touch it. You send around these tapes, and people get them, and 
maybe ten people out of three hundred are going to be like “I like 
this. This is weird and I’m weird.” So I feel like we’ve always just 
done things for ourselves out of necessity, and the reasons why we 
did music different from other people was that we never really did 
this to get big, you know. In the beginning we were just really having 
fun and being creative. It was really for ourselves in many ways and 
we wanted to impress each other or other friends of ours that were 
doing the same thing. I feel like there are a lot of people who get 
strapped into the whole industry thing. I don’t know how much I can 
relate to that or understand it because I’ve never really been in their 
shoes.
I did go to this show a couple weeks ago, and it was all these major 
label bands. The band that was opening, guys that we had played 
with in Michigan, were really, really good. They’re sort of more on 
their own. They’re on an independent label, distributed through a 
major label. But the other bands... it was so depressing. It was 
some like OC soundtrack shit, and I was just so thankful when I was 
at that show, that we’re able to just do our own thing and not have 
to be controlled or shoved down the throats of thirteen year old girls 
screaming in the front row. 
You know the people in the front row at our shows are actually think-
ing about why they’re listening to the music, and they have decided 
to be there on their own accord, and not because they’ve been 
shown on TV that they should be there.

I mean and obviously to an extent there’s always going to be that  
hype element. People are turned on to your music because they think 
it’s cool.

At the age of 12 you knew conformity was a “starter jacket” 
that just didn’t fit. How has that played out in your music?

I’ve never really been good at being cool in a way that is shown on TV. 
So at this point, I’m pretty cool, but not in a normal way. I’ve kind of 
created my own way of being myself and “cool” in that I have a lot of 
friends. But I had to do it in ways that was just being myself. That’s 
what’s cool to me is when people are themselves.

You tagged several different names in your younger years.  
Can you say a little about that?

The first one I did I think was “reason.” I can still remember my math 
notebooks, and how I used to write it on there. Then I did circle for 
awhile, and then I did Why oner, and then I just went to Why?.

What’s in store for you beyond music?

I don’t know if I’ll always do music or not. Sometimes I feel like I force 
it. Like it’s a medium that I fell into, and I’ve never really been good at 
it, but I just try so damn hard that I can make it work. 
I have a creative kind of mind. I could never sit and do real life things 
because I’m not cut out for that. Hopefully (a family) will come at some 
point and be part of my future, I can’t really say. That’s not up to me 
exactly. I could see getting into video art. I don’t know that still visual 
art would hold my interest. I have this art show coming up, and I just 
can’t bring myself to do anything for some reason.
I still do little doodles and sketches and things. I think that doing 
something you consider a serious visual product always seemed 
daunting to me in a way. I would be intimidated that it would have to 
look a certain way and I wouldn’t be able to achieve that. I also feel 
like for right now other people’s music touches me more than other 
people’s visual art. I can be touched by visual art for sure, but much 
more frequently it’s music that I go to when I feel a certain way than 
like looking through art books and going to a museum or a gallery. 
Music has more of a gut feeling to it for me at least. Whereas art, it’s 
something that I can appreciate, and it does help me, but not in so 
much of an immediate way.

for more Why? visit: www.anticon.com
and:  www.myspace.com/whyanticon  



Graffiti fonts are nothing new. Historically they’ve been pretty wack in 
general due to the fact that a major element of real graffiti is how the 
letters flow together, something difficult to capture in a font.  
However, Highground Industries has been turning that around with their 
growing collection of authentic looking graffiti fonts. PEEL magazine 
digs the work they’ve been doing and asked them to share some 
thoughts on what they do.

What is a graffiti font and what is this project all about?

Think of it as a new category of fonts like “Script” or “Gothic”. Graffiti 
Fonts® is our trademarked brand name for this collection of graffiti 
style fonts. The collection is not just Highground fonts but virtually all 
the best graff fonts in the world. Graffiti style fonts have been around 
about as long as other styles of fonts but for years there were only a 
few decent ones out there. We kept our first several fonts a secret for 
years. It’s just something where we thought it was about time some-
one took it seriously and tried to do graff some justice. In short the 
Graffiti Fonts collection is our attempt to expand the whole font game 
by adding this new category of typography. Graffiti is an entire art form 
based mostly on lettering but it has always been underrepresented 
in typography. Hip-Hop entered the world right along with personal 
computers but until recently computers couldn’t really handle Hip-Hop 
in general. Now that the digital world is more open we’re basically here 
to catch wreck.

You have three CD ROMs out. Who are they for and what can a 
user do with them?

The Collections are made for professional designers but we keep kids 
and teenagers in mind so it’s all very easy. Anyone who can use a 
computer can create some dope artwork with the stuff on these CDs. 
For a designer working in any field of the Hip-Hop industry these CD’s 
can come in handy on a daily basis. The disks include a collection of 
free software so you can do pro quality graphics with what’s on the CD 
and nothing else. This is very important to us because we want to give 
our users a full package that’s not dependent on anything other than a 
working computer. 

It’s not intended to teach people how to do graffiti style art but instead 
to allow those who never intend to learn graff to create some real ish. 
The universe of fonts is very limited compared to that of actual graffiti 
but the potential is still huge and we are going to continue to explore 
it. It is what it is and we just hope people like it.

For the more tech savvy what specific assets are included on 
the new edition 3 CD?

• 60 of the worlds top graff fonts in TrueType, OpenType & Mac 
TruType formats.
• over 130 stock images
• Bitmap graphics editor (like PhotoshopTM)
• vector graphics editor (Like IllustratorTM)
• 3D graphics editor (Like MayaTM)
• font viewer (Java)
• Mini Design App. (Java)
• Templates & Clip-Art
• 26 page full color instruction book.

Do you think hard core writers would dislike this type of thing? 
Any Haters, Biters, problems with the collection?

I always thought there would be haters but not really. It’s too easy 
to hate. Hardcore is in the eye of the beholder. Most people just say 
“thanks” or “good job” or ask for free stuff. We do it all ourselves so 
it’s not like a corporate intrusion into the culture, it’s just some fools 
working hard, trying to make a living. It’s taken years and been very 
expensive to get to this point, there have been lots of bootleggers and 
some imitators but it’s our favorite part of the business right now and 
we’re very thankful. It’s better that we have this freedom to create 
without worrying about negativity. We’re just trying to do what we do 
best and contribute to the art form.

get ready to burn at: www.graffitifonts.net 

bringing the power to burn
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French artist Zhine has been taking his Free Tibet Project to the 
streets using not only stickers, but also rolls of red and white tape 
imprinted with his plea for freedom for the people of Tibet. We asked 
him to share with us about his passion behind his efforts... 

What motivated you to take up the cause?

At a moment in my life, I needed to understand such deep things about 
Life, what a human needs to feel mature in the Lightness of Universe.  
I read Tibetan books and their history hit me a lot.

About how many stickers would you say you’ve produced?

I alone have bought 360 rolls (66 metres). It’s not expensive  
compared to what we spend each year on food.

How many of those have you personally installed?

I gave 145 rolls to a French association who have helped educate 
children in Tibet and India since 1988. Solhimal sells them on their 
website (http://solhimal.free.fr ). They keep the money. I don’t touch 
anything. It’s a gift. I used nearly 100 rolls in Paris and Strasbourg, 
and selecting the right places to be see by the most people.

What can other people do to support the cause?

Eko and his website (ekosystem) help the project a lot. I put the 
photos on his forum (24000 people have seen them). Many people 
wrote me saying they would do something. At the beginning I sent a lot 
of boxes all over the world with promises to get photos of the stickers 
in action. To date, I’ve received almost nothing (just two answers on 
18 boxes). Since then it’s been important to me to choose artists who 
really bring something creative to the project with their vision.

Would you like to send shout outs to friends and supporters?

Big up to Influenza (with an amazing piece NOLYMPICS), l’Atlas, Jace, 
the Plug, Mec (from Vilnius), Ruin (from Nuremberg), B  
(awakestudio.com), Sfaustina (bloodwarsmagazine.com), Clark mag, 
Graffbombz mag, Seba (from Paris) and RS8 (rs8.fr) and my Shaolin’ 
brother: The Jamurder LPC (shaoling.com)

for more visit: www.freetibetproject.com

FREE TIBET
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Skam2
Skam2 is true fl esh and blood. The mystery 
behind Skam2 has lead many to believe that he 
is another artist under a fi ctitious name, but this 
is not the case. Skam2 introduced you to the raw 
lyrics of Eminem when he fi rst featured Eminem 
on the classic single “365”. He has gone on to 
work with the likes of Punchline, Ill Bill, Raekwon, 
Shabaam Sadiq and many more. As a member of 
the duo “Old WorlDisorder” with partner 
Shadowman, he has expressed his views and 
lyrical ability. It doesn’t stop there though. He is 
the master behind the Tribe Called Quest cover 
of “Beats, Rhymes and Life”, the D12 single 
“Sh*t on You”, as well as other countless pieces 
of work. Skam2 is the truth. 
www.myspace.com/skam2

Bisc1
Born 1980 in Mass, Bisc Landed in 
CT some years after, and eventually 
climbed his way to NYC in ‘98. Music 
has always been the gas for his engine 
no matter what the sound. Thoughts 
have always run fast, and creativity 
always seemed to get the message 
across. Whether its beats and mics, 
pens and pads, or paint on walls cre-
ation is the force.
www.bisc1.com

New York City street wear company, Methods NYC, has supported the 
underground music scene in New York since its beginning in 2003. 
Over the past few years, they have sponsored countless hip hop 
shows in their area, featured several underground favorites in their 
ads, and released seasonal mixtapes that have earned them massive 
respect from the street. “It’s kind of crazy how popular the mixes have 
become,” says Dave Gee of Methods, “Our Spring Mix has been down-
loaded thousands of times off of our site and we sent out 1,000 hard 
copies through our mail orders. We’ve had a few hundred submissions 
sent in from kids around the world trying to get on the next one.” 

This season, the Methods crew is taking it to the next level by branch-
ing out into different genres of music that they are fans of.  They’re 
Fall/Winter Ad campaign will feature Danny Diablo (aka Lord Ezek) of  
the hardcore bands Crown of Thorns, Ice Pick, and Skar Head. They 
will also be supporting Brooklyn Reggae Sensation, Jahdan, who is 
being booked solid all over the world this winter. Also included in the 
campaign are hip hop bad boys, “Slow Suicide Stimulus” and the 
ambassador of US Drum and Bass, TC Izlam.  

“Our brand is all about supporting artists and the street-wear game 
goes hand in hand with the music industry. We help push their music 
and art to the masses while in turn they are exposing us to their fan 
bases.” It all comes about very naturally. Make sure to check out the 
various Methods Artists included on the PEEL/Methods Compilation 
available at www.methodsnyc.com. You will not be disappointed!  

download the Methods/PEEL Jam comp at: 
www.methodsnyc.com/peeljam

methodsnyc.com/PEELjam
MUSIC
free
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DJ Shiro
Los Angeles native Shiro Fujioka aka Anti-Social Worker # 925 
is a pure urban artists, his work is a refl ection of being active 
in a lot of subcultures such as skateboarding, graffi ti, dj-ing, 
metal, hip hop and punk, these are the prevalent themes in 
most of his work.
Shiro is an accomplished musician that has released numer-
ous albums on several indie record labels. He’s a member of 
the prolifi c turntablist crews Muzikfi endz, Audible Objects, and 
1200 Hobos, DJ Shiro, more than a DJ... soon to be a legend in 
the world of new style, “DARK TEMPO.” Shiro has been one of 
the only artists to bring a new sound to this genre, with twisted, 
dark, brooding, and intelligently visionary sounds. His music 
has an indie rock feel but with a “soundtrack to life” element.
www.audibleobjects.com

Bombtown
An up and coming force in the American ska punk rock scene Bomb Town has made a name 
by playing their blend of Reggae infl uenced hardcore punk rock ska. They have shared the 
stage with many big names in the underground music scene.
Bomb Town has no intentions of slowing down at this point saturating the scene by playing 
numerous shows in the tri state area on top of being prepared for full tours at the drop of a 
pork pie hat.
While hitting the studio and writing new music for an upcoming second album Bomb Town 
still continues to tour and play at any available opportunity. If given a chance go see Bomb 
Town and “Tear it up, tear it up burn it all down!”   www.bombtownnj.com

Urban Assault
From the depths of the multicultural Los Angeles underground 
arises URBAN ASSAULT. A six piece powerhouse that packs 
old-school classic rock anthems with fresh hip hop rhymes, 
topped with twisted and sick loops into one furious, fi st-in-your-
face power package. Their energetic songs are carried on solid 
beats, delivered by one of L.A’s tightest rhythm sections. These 
powerful, guitar laden hooks will leave you craving more. Their 
widespread background clearly results in an electric, fresh and 
powerful mix. A hybrid style that hasn’t been unheard, but that 
has rarely sounded so convincing and energetic. Be ready for 
a furious live show that brings in all the experience and energy 
these guys have and energy these guys have and that will stir 
the mind, ears, and a riotous mosh pit! 
www.myspace.com/urbanassaultmusic

Josh Garrels
Josh Garrels grew up in South Bend, Indiana where he was 
raised in a family of avid and diverse music lovers. In high 
school, he brought to the family table his own homespun
4-track productions of hip-hop constructed with live drums 
and instrumentalists. Though he found his heart tied to 
the lyrical delivery and the thick beats in hip hop, it did 
not completely offer the rich meshing of styles and genres 
that moved him.
During his freshman year of college, his father gave him 
an acoustic guitar that he began to play over looped beats 
produced on a sampler. Accompanying his steady rhyme 
style was now a voice of song with gentleness and melody. 
Josh began to fi nd joy in creating and performing music 
that fuses a combination of styles. He says his goal is to 
actualize a sound that he has been longing to hear.
www.joshgarrels.com
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The Mudkids are; El-Mass (Architecture), Rusty (Energy), Skittles 
(Strength), DJ Helicon (Pace), and DJ Indiana Jones (Focus). While 
you may not see all of us onstage, it takes all of these people to 
get things done. AEIOU and Sometimes Y. We have been playing, 
recording, and promoting culture for the last decade.
Skittles is Mudkid Numero Trey; the muscle, the strength. He’s 
been my right-hand man for over eight years. We’re currently work-
ing on his solo debut, “Rhymestrong, Vol. 1”. The kid is the truth. 
He has been an integral part of the stage show forever and now, 
he is getting ready to stretch, for sure.
5 words; Honest. Dynamic. Intellectual. Stimulating. Grown.
www.myspace.com/mudkids

Slow Suicide Stimulus
Slow Suicide Stimulus is the dysfunctional brainchild of gold record artist Tame 
One (Artifacts) and NJ/NY hip hop crew, Dusted Dons. Members Tame One, C-
Chan, Govone, and DJ Mel-Ski make “out of the box” hip hop and back it up with 
a strong, high energy live performance. Tame One is a highly accomplished MC, 
including a gold record with his former group Artifacts and three critically ac-
claimed solo albums with Eastern Conference Records. Tame has recorded with 
Busta Rhymes, Redman, Erick Sermon, Lord Finesse and even a featured guest 
on YO!MTV Raps. Tame One sounds  rejuvenated over the rugged original sound 
of the Stimulus and shows and proves true artistry is the key to longevity. 
www.myspace.com/slowsuicidestimulus

The Gypsy Kid
The Gypsy Kid grew up in the suburbs of Chicago writing graffi ti and con-
stantly listening to music. He studied graphic design in college and later 
went to Florida to continue his education in Show Productions. Right after 
school he packed up everything and moved to North Hollywood, taking 
internships and odd jobs whenever possible. From there he hooked up 
his fi rst three month US tour which led to a worldwide six month tour.
Currently the Gypsy Kid travels the world to ensure good sounds - a work-
ing, touring sound guy that enjoys playing around with all digital mediums 
from producing songs to video productions. Visual art, music, and travel-
ing are the fuel for his creative endeavors.
www.thegypsykid.com

Valient Thorr
According to frontman Valient Himself, Viking cock rock outfi t 
Valient Thorr was birthed on the planet Venus several millennia 
ago, hopscotching across the space-time continuum before fi -
nally arriving on Earth in 1957. Upon crashing in North Carolina, 
their time-travel machine was stolen by Walt Disney, and so the 
group (guitarists Eidan Thorr and Odinn Thorr, bassist Dr. Profes-
sor Nitewolf Strangees, and drummer Lucian Thorr) remains here 
to rock while seeking the means to return home. Valient Thorr 
issued their debut LP, Total Universe Man, in 2005. Legend of 
the World followed one earth year later. 
~ Jason Ankeny, All Music Guide
www.valientthorr.com
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Traditional Methods
Simple and straightforward, the classic 
sound of Traditional Methods is reminiscent 
of a time when hip hop was raw, instinctive, 
and unsullied by the industry. Without a 
doubt, Traditional Methods brings to hip hop 
an unrivaled balance between the fresh and 
the forever. The band has toured regionally 
and has opened for such famed musical 
talents as Fishbone and Medusa. With the 
very sultry Sarah White on vocals along with 
New Mc (Kanser) and Shiz, and the talented 
Sean McPherson rockin Bass, Josh Peterson 
on guitar and Kevin Hunt on drums...
you gotta love it. 
www.myspace.com/traditionalmethods

Sarah White
Sarah White’s passion for hip-hop began at 
the age of 14, with poetry and rhyming, but 
she has been singing and on stage since 
she was a preschooler. She has opened for 
The Coup, Lyrics Born, Medusa, Fishbone, 
Camp-Lo, Juvenile, RhymeSayers artists, 
and the list goes on. Currently working hard 
on her new project with her band, Black 
Blondie, and solo project with Dj Don Cuco, 
she continues to explore and grow in the 
many directions music takes her. Sarah is a 
Mother, Stylist, Writer, Photographer, Emcee/
Singer/Songwriter and a new Producer. 
www.myspace.com/sarahwhitesol
www.myspace.com/blackblondie

Arsenic
“They hide in civilian clothes, but I see ‘em exposed! Trying to blend in, but their 
evil hearts glow...Land of the false, home of the slaves, demonic roads paved by 
their sinister ways...Blood for oil, our own country caught in turmoil, destroying us 
all...” Arsenic grew up like any other blind to the fact human being. Upon aging and 
becoming wiser with the years, things started to appear much clearer. Noticing 
that conformity was a means of control, and the government was a money hungry 
machine ready to destroy humanity. America the next Rome? At this rate the answer 
is defi nitely yes. Arsenic began creating music at the age of 14, trying to perfect his 
style and be as honest as possible. Now at the age of 23, he is coming closer and 
closer to perfecting his craft. Meeting many like minded artists, he strives to make 
a difference in the luke warm, bland, repetitive state of music. Arsenic’s lyrics are 
blunt and everything is put on the table for all to hear, in hopes to make a change in 
this evil society.  www.myspace.com/arsenic2012

Why?
Why? is a folk-pop, indie-hop, sometimes-mustachioed, psych-
rock three piece that operates out of the Oakland Bay Area. 
At the band’s helm is Yoni Wolf, who—with his candytime-dis-
sonant, singsongsuicide style—has recorded under the name 
“why?” for the best part of six years. Yoni writes and sings 
mainly, but he’s also known to dance, play any instrument he 
can get his hands on (piano, keyboard, guitar, bass, drums, har-
monica), sample, and occasionally beat his chest like a gorilla. 
Doug (or “Death Metal Dug,” as the others prefer) is the utility 
man, maneuvering such heavy machinery as pianos, guitars, 
samplers and turntables. Josiah plays drums, teaches drums to 
little kids, eats drums for breakfast, and sleeps drums at night. 
Driven by brotherly competition, he also plays anything that Yoni 
plays. The band counts among their admirers such respected 
gentlemen and ladies as Boards of Canada, Múm, Stereolab, 
Danielson Famile, the Notwist, TV on the Radio, and Mogwai.
www.myspace.com/whyanticon

J-Intellect
Intellect hails from “Eastown” a neighborhood in Grand Rapids 
MI. Though Intellect calls Eastown home he also reps and has 
a lot of love for Rochester “The ROC” NY. He began writing 
rhymes around 5th grade, after hearing Ice Cube, Digital Under-
ground, and EPMD. He formed the Feral Youth Crew comprised 
of some of the illest MC’s, DJ’s, Writers, and Breakers from MI, 
NY, Fla, Ill and Ga. 
Intellect released the “Fuck Rap” mix-tape last year to good 
reviews. He and the crew have been doing shows around MI and 
NY since its release. Look for his full length LP “Big Head Maal” 
in late ‘06 or early ‘07. 
www.myspace.com/feralyouthcrew
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For fi ve years Stickernation.net was a regular stop for thousands of 
sticker artists and vinyl voyeurs from around the world. The commu-
nity documented and encouraged the street art sticker scene, which 
helped inspire artists from over 100 countries to design and document 
worldwide sticker art and upload their images to the ever growing 
catalog in the StickerNation archive.

Dom Murphy, the creative director for heavyweight design house TAK! 
in Birmingham, came up with the idea for SN and with the help of
Neil Kinnish, master of zeros and ones, they launched the site and 
never looked back. Well, they never looked back until recently...

Over the past couple of months, I’ve been casually helping Dom and 
his crew, comb through the 35,000+ images recovered from the 
hacked SN server and organize the photos into what will become the 
relaunch of StickerNation, a ‘best of’ look at the SN archive from 
2000 - 2005. As a testament to the site’s success in promoting and 
inspiring artists around the world, the revamped site is due to launch 
sometime by the end of the year.

Hi Dom. So, SNs coming back, eh? It was missed. I think it’s 
safe to say, the most asked question of the past year or so has 
been “What happened to Sticker Nation?” It just sort of disap-
peared one day.

Z, You kind of summed it up - one day the site was there and the next 
it wasn’t. The server the site was hosted on got hacked and both us 
and our hosts were unable to get it back online. Fortunately the site 
data was ok. After about 6 months of hassling, our hosts fi nally got the 
data back to us. Over the past few months we’ve been sifting through 
and selecting the best pictures from the archive, we’re intending to put 
back online a ‘best of’ selection as a testament to the artists, photog-
raphers, trees and glue that went into making the site what it was.

How many members were there and how many photos were 
uploaded during the life of StickerNation?

I don’t know exact numbers, but we had about 800 active members 
and many more guest members uploading fl icks to the archive from 
over 100 countries. I think the archive clocked in at around 35,000 
images. It’s been a long process going through them all.

Yeah, my fi nger’s are calloused from artchiving... Since SN went 
offl ine, dozens of sites have created similar vibes, galleries, 
forums, etc. where people upload their art for public perusal.. 
What’s the difference between StickerNation and the new breed 
of public art sites.

I think this vibe started way before we went offl ine. The internet has 
always been a community of sharing artwork and good vibes. That’s 
what inspired me to start the site back in 2000. The internet is more 
accessible these days with sites allowing you to host pictures and take 
the pain out of managing a website. Right now it’s a great time to be 
online.

On that subject, where does fl ickr fi t into the scheme of an 
urban art community ?

A quick search for “Urban” and “Art” on Flickr pulls back 25,606 im-
ages... so I suppose we trumped them with our 35k. He he he...

Have you thought about doing a book?

We have been approached by a few publishers to make a sticker book. 
But we’ve never been too keen, StickerNation was a ‘home industry’ 
project, the core team and all the members worked hard designing, 
building and maintaining the site in our spare time so it feels wrong 

SN3 - Redux
interview by Zoltron
photos by Dom Murphy
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to hand all that over to a publisher. Instead we are considering publishing a 
book ourselves and sell directly (and only) from the site. We did a piece on 
stickers for Computer Arts magazine and liked the tiled design we did for it. 
It bombed your eyes with hundreds of stickers across a double page spread. 
We’re thinking of doing that across an entire book. Non stop.

You guys have some talent not only on the design side of things, but 
the back end as well. One of the cool things about SN was the ability 
to intuitively upload images and news. The original site was a combi-
nation of good design, serious programming,
and a cool vision.  How many people were/are involved in running 
and maintaining SN ?

Cheers! The core team of SN was myself and Neil Kinnish. I’m the rapper 
and he’s the DJ. Outside us two we had a team of around 15 senior con-
tributors who helped maintain the archive, create news and interviews and 
generally help out. All the other help came from the users of the site.

Do you take pictures of stickers on the streets or do you leave that 
up to visitors of stickernation.net ?

Yeah most defi nitely. Most of the fi rst iteration of StickerNation’s archive 
were my photos. It was a real adventure back then - going on the hunt. Sur-
prisingly you did have to hunt stickers down. Nowadays even though there 
are more stickers I take less photos. It’s become harder to fi nd the hidden 
gems. They’re still out there though, and if I spot them, I snap them.

Originality, Political Premise, Pop culture reference, Getting up and 
Staying up... What do you think makes for good street art?

Self expression within street art can be limitless. I am amazed at the 
multitude of original ideas out there. For me, what makes good street art 
stand out is the great execution of an idea. I fi nd that this is true with art in 
general.

In the late 60s, a group of hippies held a death of the hippy march, 
because they felt like the term hippy had become a media general-
ization, a way for the world to easily interpret the people and their 
important movement.. You think it’s time we held a death of the 
street artist march? As far as I’m concerned, we can keep up with 
our public self expression and Sprite and Nintendo can have the 
name, “street art.” After all, if you xerox a photo of your neighbor’s 
gimpy dog and adhere it to a lamp post or slap your logo on an aban-
doned building, are you considered a street artist ?

There’s been some great art in the streets over the past few years, one look 
through Wooster will confi rm that, but there’s also a lot of shit out there 
too. I guess the main thing is expression. As long as people are expressing 
themselves then that’s what matters. Of course, I wish some heads would 
put more consideration into what they put up. I want to be entertained and 
intrigued when I see art in the streets. If someone can do that, then as far 
as I’m concerned they’re an artist.

Ok, fair enough, but If Starbucks hires a heavy underground design 
crew to create an entertaining and intriguing revision of their corpo-
rate logo, let’s say it’s a merman with a krylon can, and it’s pasted 
on every abandoned building in sight, is it considered street art ? Or 
is it considered over-saturated corporate sludge ?

I think Bill Hicks says it better than I ever could... “By the way if anyone 
here is in advertising or marketing... kill yourself. No, no, no it’s just a little 
thought. I’m just trying to plant seeds. Maybe one day, they’ll take root - I 
don’t know. You try, you do what you can. Kill yourself. Seriously though, if 
you are, do. Aaah, no really, there’s no rationalisation for what you do and 
you are Satan’s little helpers, Okay - kill yourself - seriously. You are the ru-
iner of all things good, seriously. No this is not a joke, you’re going, “there’s 
going to be a joke coming,” there’s no fucking joke coming. You are Satan’s 
spawn fi lling the world with bile and garbage. You are fucked and you are 
fucking us. Kill yourself. It’s the only way to save your fucking soul, kill your-
self. Planting seeds. I know all the marketing people are going, “he’s doing 
a joke... there’s no joke here whatsoever. Suck a tail-pipe, fucking hang 
yourself, borrow a gun from a Yank friend - I don’t care how you do it. Rid the 
world of your evil fucking machinations. I know what all the marketing people 
are thinking right now too, “Oh, you know what Bill’s doing, he’s going for 
that anti-marketing dollar. That’s a good market, he’s very smart.” 

(continued next page)



Oh man, I am not doing that. You fucking evil scumbags! “Ooh, you know 
what Bill’s doing now, he’s going for the righteous indignation dollar. That’s 
a big dollar. A lot of people are feeling that indignation. We’ve done research 
- huge market. He’s doing a good thing.” Godammit, I’m not doing that, you 
scum-bags! Quit putting a godamm dollar sign on every fucking thing on this 
planet!”

Bill Hicks, another dead hero. Living in the UK, have you seen a big 
boom in boulevard skill, thoroughfare thrills, metropolitan mayhem? 
(Ok, I’m trying to use anything but the word street art... Sprite, I 
want the word back now. You can’t have it.) Are we looking at a 
renaissance of street art?

I saw the London sticker / street art scene blow up during 1997 - 2001. 
It was exciting; stickers, posters and stencils gave graffi ti a chance to re-
invent itself, whilst letting us aerosol incapables get in on the act. Right now 
I live in Birmingham in England, and there isn’t much of a street art renais-
sance up here, but looking around the web confi rms that the scene has 
really matured. To an extent I feel the sticker was a fi rst step for many in the 
‘new’ street art / graffi ti movement. I like to think StickerNation helped in 
someway, by inspiring and sharing.

Yeah, I was defi nitely inspired by Stickernation and the hundreds of 
different artists I was introduced to. Do you think sticker art has 
evolved into an art form..? 

I don’t think sticker art has much room to evolve. The art on the sticker 
sure, but the medium no. I think the artist evolves more than the sticker. 
The sticker gives them a taste of what can be done.

Give me a short list of artists you admire. Why ?

A short list? Hmmmmmm that’s going to be tough... Here goes (in no order)
Mr Pinks. I’ve been a massive fan for a long time. One of the best in my 
opinion.
Ocktak. Inspires me with stickers and just generally.
F*ck Your Crew. They had so many good stickers in the StickerNation 
archive.
Fers. Great original characters.
Derrick Hodgson aka MDRL. More great characters.
Cody Hudson aka Struggle Inc. Pure inspiration.

Where do you think public art and the like will be 10 years from now? 
Will cities fi nally just give up and donate abandoned buildings and 
city blocks for artists to use?

That’s a start but I think the buzz for a lot of people is to do it in public 
places where people will see the work, so I can’t see clean cities any time 
soon. I think new ideas and techniques (especially with technology) will be 
explored and exploited. It would be great to see ideas applied onto city plan-
ning and future living, our cities need more colour and life.

What’s the difference between SN2 and SN3?

Well this I guess is more SN3: RIP. The new site is a ‘best of’ the old site. 
We’ve based our choice purely on artwork and not name, that was never 
our thing anyways; if we like the artwork then it’s in. We’re possibly going 
to go through the site and tag each image to enable a more comprehensive 
search. This will be ongoing I think as we’re having to do this alongside 
running a design company. Keeps us busy and off the streets I suppose... 
Hmmmmm.... hold up... that’s not right....

Cool, thanks for taking the time, Dom. Looking forward to 
seeing the archives.

just in case you didn’t know: www.stickernation.net
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Was it a natural progression from DJ’ing to picking up the mic? 

They kind of went hand and hand. I had been writing raps and freestyl-
ing before the turntables, but never recorded. I bought an 8 track tape 
deck to record exclusives from cats for my mixtapes. I would have 
them come through my dorm room and record. Somewhere between 
watching them and writing my own I started recording. I was already 
used to stage form DJing so that wasn’t to crazy. All in all a very 
natural process. From being young and rapping to today recording and 
putting the music out in the world. 

Is there a distinction in your opinion between being a rapper  
and being an MC? What’s the difference?

An MC in my eyes can cover all elements, Rapping, Writtens, Free-
styles, Recording, and most of all LiveShows. Some people just rap, 
they don’t free, or don’t write, or do shows. They rap. In the paint world 
its like a writer covers all elements, Bombing, Piecing, Handstyles, 
Productions, and Burners. Some people just bomb, they are bombers, 
a writer is the full circle skill just like an MC.

Do you feel that hip hop culture as it is represented  
in the mainstream is distorted or lacking? 

Definitely lacking, and definitely distorted. Most of the time I am just 
straight up confused by the mainstream, some days it makes sense, 
others I don’t get it. Most of the time I ignore it. I don’t do the TV 
or the radio too often. You got grown men beefing on records then 
shooting at each other. That’s great for the kids. Although, I think the 
mainstream is a great representation of the masses values and what 
they care about.  The hip hop culture I know is much deeper than 
what you see or hear on the media waves. It will teach you life, love, 
confidence and give you something to live for... or die for.. In the end 
fuck the mainstream media. I think A&R’s, radio programmers, the big 
wigs need to check themselves and stop feeding the world fast food 
bullshit. Radio Rap is the way it is cause these people encourage and 
pay for it... I just feel bad for the young and the dumb who can’t see 
that its fantasy and life is not what your reality TV or radio show will tell 
you it is...
 
Can you tell us about projects you’re working on right now?

Musically there are a few things in the works, I always am recording 
or playing out. Jumping out of town to do shows and what not. To be 
more specific though I am working on an LP and got a mixtape my man 
DM Fields in Boston is putting together right now. Its gonna be called 
“The Stay Up Project” hopefully I get a bunch of elements for that, new 
music, webstuff, freestuff, tee’s etc. Visually IVEE studios is in full 
swing w/ record art, graphics and all that good stuff, I have been work-
ing with a studio called Dirty Bandits on a bunch of different design 
projects. Also I work with an organization which I helped start, called 
Urban Art Beat, we mentor 6-8 graders and teach them the fundamen-
tals of hip hop writing and performing, that’s an ongoing project. We 
are approaching our second year. There’s always things in the works. 

Future projects?

Everything creative I see I want to get into, the real question is the re-
ality of time and energy. More music for sure, more tours, get overseas 
and really push the envelope for myself creatively. I have been loving 
the music grind these days. Definitely more to do with the youth. So 
much art and design I wanna get into. Photography and video things. 
I’m really just trying to take it one at a time, with the goal to be happy 
and enjoy the ride. 

Any shouts you want to send out? 

Yeah for sure, MethodsNYC, EmbeddedMusic, and Cassettes Won’t 
Listen. All my music peoples and my art paint and design peoples. 
203, TD4. Also, very recently a friend of mine, Leftist, from the crew 
Mindspray just passed on. We gonna miss u man, shine that light 
wherever u are..  if you took the time to read all this, big shout to you 
and to the good peoples at PEEL, thanks for having me.... Stay Up..

To dig deeper go to: www.myspace.com/bisc1
or: www.bisc1.com

and: www.iveestudios.com

From below the surface of New York City Busy Bisc 1 emerges with 
skill, style, and a serious need for movements. Alive off the pace of 
city blocks, his creative forces are used in all realms. From record art 
work for labels such as Definitive Jux, Nature Sounds, and Ninja Tune. 
To the release of his words over beats on New York’s block building 
label, Embedded Music (www.embeddedmusic.com), Bisc1 can be 
found in your town, on your walls and in your ears. His work had been 
played, performed, exhibited and distributed all over the globe, from 
The Queens Museum to the walls of Fat Beats in Amsterdam and back 
to the speakers banging in Hong Kong.

How did you get started writing graffiti?

On a skateboard, the cultures seemed to go hand and hand. For as 
long as I can remember I was doing art, drawing and thinking cre-
atively. I started when I was living in CT,  New York City was less than 
an hour away, at that time the highways were on smash and every kid 
I knew had a name, We would go clip out the source mags from the 
library and put them in our blackbooks, study and copy those things 
until I started to develop my own..

What was it that drew you to study visual art as opposed to 
music in school?

That was a tough crossroad, during High school I had some trouble 
with opposition and had to find something other than writing to fill my 
time. I had been rockin Tony Touch tapes hard at the time and making 
my own dubbed tapes, I thought maybe If I got my hands on tables I 
could do more. Sell them and what not, so I slowly started spinning all 
the time and stopped painting so much, By the time I got to the end of 
school I had always had in my head that I was going to study in NYC 
for art. I thoughts hard about that decision, music or art.. I chose art, 
or rather art chose me.

What motivated you to pursue music more seriously?

Once I got those turntables under me it was on. All day with a cut and 
scratch, beat juggling, and really trying to get nice enough to hit the 
DMC’s, that was the goal. When I got to NYC I was DJing and selling 
tapes in art school, An MC by the name of Substantial hit me up to 
work with him and PackFm rocking shows, we did a few, but I realized 
the more I did the less I cared about school. I kinda stepped back 
and fell in the Walls again this time even harder. Thinking if I am in 
art school I should be focused most on art. So the tables took a back 
seat and painting moved ahead. It wasn’t until I was out of school 
and really was introduced to one of the many open mic circuits in New 
York, did I really start motivating to go to the next level. In all honesty 
though I never looked at it as serious, I may be back on my tables in 
two years, I just follow the cycle, as long as it feels right..

Bisc1 aka BusyBisc1 - Below The Surface
interview by Dave Combs





Live from BINKIS ISLAND here in Atlanta... I’m here today to interview 
FLUX da WONDABAT of the Binkis Recs! crew. Not only representing 
one of Atlanta’s fi nest hip hop groups, but Flux also creates fresh 
visuals for album covers, mad event fl yers, and dope tees.

FLUX da WONDABAT participates in various themed art shows here in 
Atlanta such as “Art, Beats, & Lyrics”, “My Uzi Weighs a Ton”, “Men 
are Human Too”, and has been giving us “24 Reasons to Live”, a 
group show with other talented ATL artists each submitting a certain 
number of pieces totaling “24” works. He brings a style that is detailed 
and textured, both musically and visually. Here’s what he had to say 
about his music and art...

What type of music do you listen to?

I listen to Hip-Hop, Soul/RnB, Rock, Jazz/Acid Jazz, World and Blues!

How does your taste in music infl uence your style?

As far as music, art or in general? In general., I’m Hip-Hopped out.
That’s the way I wear my clothes, speak, whatever. Personally, I’ve 
become more open minded. Art wise, I learned to apply visuals to fi t 
various moods. Everything I create is infl uenced by my mood.

What are your top 3 albums?

Mannnn, I can’t answer that. There are too many and I appreciate 
them for the originality. My favorites “Enter the 36 Chambers-WuTang,
Illmatic-Nas, Still Bill-Bill Withers, De LA... see I just keep thinking of
more shit to list. I’m Lamax!!

Favorite record right now?

Album? Gnarls Barkley had me zonin for a while. The Best of J-Dilla (my
own mix). Song? Sharper Images by Jax from Binkis!

What else inspires you to create?

Experience, other artwork, the News, other peoples experiences, mov-
ies, books, philosophy, religion you know, whatever.

How did you get the name FLUX ,and what does it mean?

Flux came from a song my homeboy Big Uncanny had in high
school (Chorus:This is the Jedi Flux in other words the Jedi fl o). I took 
it from there, meaning fl o! The Flux means to this day constant fl o, 
ongoing. Also to mean, fusing ideas together. F-for L-listeners U-usually
X-xiled(loners). Maad shit. Don’t forget about The Wonda. I started 
calling myself FluxWondaful in ‘98 and Jax added the bat to it. So I 
became Flux da Wondabat. HAAA! That has meaning too!

When did you begin doing art?

I started doing Art in pre-school. I was about 4 years old and I liked
to draw Batman and Robin. I have been drawing ever since.

What is your thought process when you design?

First thing I do is research the project. Meanings are everything to me
and research provides plenty of angles that I can range from. Once I 
get those... I start sketching. As far as painting... sometimes the ideas 
just pop in my head from one of those things in question number 5. 
Search the mood I want and jump into it.

Do you consider yourself a serious musician and visual artist?

Not overall. I touch on serious subjects at times in terms of music.
Visually, most of the time as far as concepts but my style is a balance. 
I laugh a lot. HAA!A

What other artists do you admire/respect and why?

I admire most artists for taking their work and presenting to the
world. No matter the style and technique. I think one of my favorite
artists is M.C Escher based off style alone. He has images that play 
the boarder of reality and imagination and it appears to me that they 
coexist on both levels. That idea is some real shit! A persons mind can 
believe in things which shapes the reality around them. Even though 
it is not everyone else’s reality. You know what I’m sayin? That type 
of mind set can change views. That’s power. Eschers work fl uxed my 
head up when I fi rst seen it. Other than that, all artists really. I appreci-
ate the variety of style and ideas. Not to mention their hustle. Most of 
the artists I admire are here in Atlanta.

What’s the art scene like here in Atlanta , according to Flux in 
your opinion?

The Art scene is some what on the low. They are not heavily promoted
but when you fi nd some... maaann the are the shit. There is a whole 
bunch of talent here. A lot of the artists are now networking and put-
ting together their own shows. I love it. Beautiful styles with a wide 
range. I mean there are people from all walks of life, from different 
environments migrating down to the ATL and throwing their piece in 
and taking a piece and growing, then throwing some more in. It’s real 
dope. I’m glad to be a part. It’s infi nite inspiration. That’s how I see it.

more at: www.daybydayent.com

Flux da Wondabat
interview by Charlie Jones
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The notes in the margin portray a man trapped in his favorite unwin-
nable situation. August 16th, 2003: “The air is getting thinner. But we 
didn’t come this far to turn around at the base of the peak.” I’ve been 
thumbing through the accompanying book that was given to me, signed 
and numbered, with what seems to be journal entries from the Director 
written while shooting. As a film, Quality of Life presents the meat of 
drama- conflict, creativity, love, balance... duality and oneness, but I 
get ahead of myself sometimes. Somewhere in the core of this story 
you look beyond style differences, budget and graffiti novelty. There 
is a truth in it for us. Anyone who has ever felt that pang of fear and 
empowerment. Finding themselves in trouble with authorities for an 
activity that in its essence is art... and criminal. I know these people!  
I can rattle off the names of five kids who couldn’t stop. Ever. I can 
also testify to seeing some of the most talented artists I’ve ever seen 
either bagged or scared off by Quality of Life laws in NYC under the 
Giuliani regime. Tragedy.

The film Quality of Life is, on the surface, a twentysomething coming-
of-age film. Think “Sandlot” with spray cans, or “Stand by Me” with 
all the precursors to a full-blown drinking problem. Shot entirely on 
location in the mission district of San Francisco, it portrays two young 
men in the prime of their creative lives as graff artists. The movie ad-
dresses the issues inherent to the game, such as the fragile balance 
between artistic expression and the destructive behavior that makes 
them share their work with an often unwilling public. The conflict plays 
out between Mikey “Heir” Rosario (Lane Garrison) and Curtis “Vain” 
Smith (first time Actor and Screenwriter Brian Burnam), two graff-kids, 
life-long friends heading toward a divergence; a decision. After having 
been arrested for vandalism, their individual constitutions begin to 
show in their reaction to the situation. Vain is a character many of you 
may already be familiar with- An 18 to 24 year old white male with 
an inexplicable compulsion for f’ing ish up, the type who has never 
grown up despite the daily mounting pressures of adulthood, in direct 
contrast to his girlfriend Lisa (played by Mackenzie Firgens) fighting 
every day to stay on the straight and narrow for her son. Heir, similar 
in stats to Vain but with a more cerebral reason for leaving his mark 
was instilled by the writers with an often not-so-subtle conflict between 
himself and the encroaching world of commercialism. In graffiti espe-
cially there are 2 schools of thought on advertising- “fuck it” & “fuck 
it (unless I can get a job in the industry)”. Heir is the eventual progeny 
of warring factions; with his disgust for advertising and passion for 
getting up- he may eventually find himself and his niche amidst all 
that static. Every familiar element present in the graffiti community is 
depicted in this film: pointless beef and politics, paint racking, Vandal 
Squad tightening screws for you to turn rat, and a glimpse of the future 
after you try hanging up your backpack and turn in your can.

Now let’s get down to what this all means. It is a story that many of us 
have lived and yet QoL is the first film to get it this right. It’s happen-
ing all around us but it took a handful of people willing to charge head 
first into uncertainty, opening up parts of themselves for the world 
to see (Brian Burnam especially) while shooting on a budget smaller 
than that of petty-cash for most movie sets to tell it and harder yet- get 
it out there!  The cinematography is at times breath taking, and Kev 
Robertson shows a true penchant for capturing the motion and color 
of the subject. Director Benjamin Morgan has what seems to be an 
inexhaustible supply of energy at his disposal and is the driving force 
behind the films’ inception, execution and promotion. I had a chance 
to speak with him in a brief interview over a few beers in some hipster 
hole around the corner from the theater immediately following the 
screening in New York. He speaks fast & passionate about the subject 
as we get through some warm-up questions, but when I tell him about 
how this movie captured a lot of what I and other people in this com-
munity have been through- His eyes lit up! “Forget about the critics 
and all that! When I hear that someone relates to the story- it’s better 
than anything!”  And he meant it. When interviewed for the book, Brian 
Dawson the film’s Chief Creative Consultant stated that Brian Burnam 
had injected much of their earlier shared experiences of tagging into 
his rewrites of the script. It took a writer to create the writers, and 
someone worried enough about his street cred to make it believable. 
In both bombing and filmmaking- you don’t put something up unless 
you want the world to see it, and in coupling the two- QoL showcases 
the virtues of this unique approach to cinematic storytelling. Guerilla 
shooting-schedules, on-the-run location scouting, scenes caught unex-
pectedly while others being meticulously planned. It is graffiti on Super 
16mm film.

The people involved in making this movie have taken risks and made 
sacrifices to get this story told. Fortunately for us (and them), it hasn’t 
been in vain. There is a universal theme present in Quality of Life that 
strikes a chord with its audience. At the time of writing this, the film 
is still touring cities across the nation with the DVD dropping July 1st, 
2006 (available for pre-sale) on their website: QualityOfLife-TheMovie.
com. Having strong personal feelings on the subject matter, I am 
happy to say that I highly recommend this film to anyone ever involved 
in or curious to see an honest snapshot of street-art in our time.

www.qualityoflife-themovie.com

Film review by Kev/Psyn of RobotsWillKill.com
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Obey: Supply and Demand, 
The Art of Shepard Fairey
This is pretty much a retrospective 
volume on Obey and all you need to 
know about it. It’s a beautiful book. 
Big and thick and full of colour plates 
and commentaries from Fairey and 
others make this book your average 
Obey junkie’s wet dream. 

The Art of Rebellion 2: 
World of Urban Art Activism
All the heavyweights are featured in 
this survey of the international street 
art scene, from Faile to Koralie to 
Asbestos. This presents work by city 
features, artist profi les, as well as 
covering notable exhibitions such as 
Vinyl Killers, and events such as the 
Street Art Secret Santa Swap. The 
layout and photography is fl awless. 

Cut it Out / Banksy
Though it couldn’t possibly contain 
the massive bulk of his work, this tiny 
little Banksy book at least touches 
on everything with such pieces as 
Banksy’s trip to the Louvre, Tate, and 
Natural History (my favourite piece) 
museums. The narrations throughout 
the book are humourous and informa-
tive and provides a quick fun read. I 
like this book a lot because it is small 
and would be easy to shoplift... 
not that I’m suggesting that.

Graffi ti World: Street Art 
from Five Continents
This volume attempts a comprehen-
sive view of graffi ti/street art conti-
nent by continent. While many of the 
smaller names are overlooked, the 
nice thing about this book is the full 
page photos and bios for the featured 
artists. This is a great general refer-
ence for newbies 
(and open minded parents).

Alphabet City: 
Out on the Streets
This book, a children’s alphabet book, 
complete with those heavy cardstock  
pages you can chew on, covers the 
work of Michael De Feo and his 2004 
wheatpaste project in Manhattan. 
The simplicity of his objects lends 
a purity to his work and encourages 
children of all ages to pay attention 
to the world around them by placing 
his work in the context of their 
everyday surroundings. 

Style Wars (1983)
This pretty much covers the birth of the 
graffi ti/hip hop scene. It has all the legends. 
I remember when this came out in the 80’s 
and ran on PBS. I’d been to NYC on a school 
trip in 82, and saw painting on the walls, and 
kids pop-locking in the streets. (Yes, I am 
that old). THIS, plus the breakdance/graff 
movies of the time, were a major inspiration 
on my life. And yes, we had a big ass piece 
of cardboard in the fl oor in our basement rec 
room. That’s what this documentary is to 
me. It’s history. And it should be to you. Es-
pecially to you kids that are just starting out. 
Save up your allowance, buy it, and learn.

GRAFFLIFE 2
Stylistically, the DVD menu is simple, 
and a bit clunky, but this documentary 
contains a lot of good stuff for fans of 
the US graffi ti scene...lots of live bomb-
ing and murals from all over are repre-
sented, as well as numerous interviews 
covering issues like cops, internet beef, 
and female writers.  

The Art of PEAT WOLLAEGER
When this thing starts up, the viewer 
is greeted with a menu of little screens 
of the artist in action. Neet. Highlights 
of the DVD include Peat vs. Mixmaster 
Mike, time lapses of street pieces be-
ing put up, and slides... but I think my 
favorite is the Albino Alleycat piece in 
which he’s dressed up in a dirty white 
cat costume and among other things, 
begs for money on the street.

Piece by Piece
The History of San Francisco
Graffi ti Documented
Well, the title about covers it. This 
covers the history of San Francisco’s 
graff scene. This is defi nitely a lot more 
directorially slick than other stuff, and 
has a nice aesthetic. Featured are well-
known artists such as Buter, Joro, Norm, 
and Twist.

PEEL Sent Me a Big Box of 
DVDs and Books and This is
What I Wrote About Them

by olive47 
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Subway Art
Known as one of the bibles of graff, 
the writers of the late 70’s/early 80s 
and the trains of NYC are the subject 
of this photodocumentary piece. The 
authors have included everything from 
the origins, history, to techniques, 
and vocabulary of the genre. Beautiful 
photos of work by Lee, Kase, Lady 
Pink, and Zephyr intermingle with 
casual photos that lend meaning to 
the pieces, giving the reader a more 
intimate sense of the time and the 
context  of imagery being put up at 
the time. 

IZASTIKUP
This collection, compiled by Italian 
artists, BO130, the Don, and Microbo  
is a comprehensive view of the sticker 
scene. Rather than editing, every 
sticker submitted to the book was 
included into the intricate collages 
which begin to read as a book of 
thematic murals.

Stencil Graffi ti Capital - 
Melbourne
Focusing on the stencil art of 
Melbourne, AU, this book follows  
the path of stencil graffi ti from a sub-
versive underground technique to it 
emergence and assimilation into the 
gallery culture. Featuring artists such 
as Meek, Psalm and Phibs, a compre-
hensive look at styles and techniques 
are covered in this collection as well 
as bios and interviews with many of 
the players involved. Oh yeah, there’s 
lots of really nice colour photos too. 

1st International 
Sticker Award
This collection documents the work 
submitted to the fi rst International 
Sticker Awards in 2005.  Sectioned by 
continents, these are the original pho-
tos sent in by contestants, and show 
much of the artists’ personalities as 
opposed to the sterility of some of the 
more formal books on the subject.

STICK ‘EM UP
Published in 2002, Stick ‘Em Up 
includes recognizable names such as 
Dave Kinsey. Jon Burgerman, Ryan 
Mcginness and the London Police. A 
lot of focus is placed on the stickers 
in the urban landscape and the ef-
fects of the environment on them, as 
well as pristine examples of work.
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Warped Tour ‘06 on the Road 

Besides making new friends with many 
of the 800 people on Warped Tour this year, I really 

looked forward to traveling on the roa
d. Watching the white lines go by we travel

 at night to 42 

stops in a two month time frame listen
ing to music.   

Music is the basis for our journey. We have to set up and let the peeps in 
when doors open at 

11 am. This year I have been on the same bus with some
 of the people that run the show and 

this is the 9th year for me. I have figured out how to make this ri
de fun... finding out where 

the real toilet is (not a port-a-potty) i
s a big deal. Food... Having the caterer 

as your friend 

when you forget to get dinner is import
ant too. She’ll have back up. Also some

times cutting to the 

front of a two block line is nice plus g
etting more of a serving can be like wi

nning the lotto. As 

for the bands we have seven stages: Vo
lcom, Hurley, Epitaph, Vagrant, Ernie Bal

l and the two big 

stages, plus merch world where you can
 buy a t-shirt then cruise around and 

play with water guns, 

play guitars, etc. It is a circus and we 
are the carnies. During the day I never missed Valient 

Thorr on Volcom’s stage - good old roc
k smashing music talking politics with gr

eat outfits, those 

bearded long haired dudes!! That ma
de my day from there when was Joan 

Jett playing, Living 

End, Casualties, Bouncing Souls, Against 
Me, NOFX, etc. plus every day I would check out two or 

three new bands a day, different stag
es, different music. It feels like a lit

tle community. We 

do watch out for each other... our world
 is contained within a large parking lot

 so when we go out 

in the real world we seem to get in tr
ouble. On an average night I go walk to our nightly BBQ 

which is a donation and a hang out ...so
me nights it is trailer trash out of the

 back of a trailer– 

music, hanging out, drinking, and many d
ancing nights. I may cruise to NOFX world,  

always being entertained. 

One night some of us took bikes and 
water balloons and beamed unsuspecting

 people. I was the 

“go ahead check it out and then well 
find our target” girl. Some days it wou

ld be 115 degrees 

so Fat Mike would get the pool blown up so we 
could cool off! Other nights the Valients and 

others – we’d form a skate gang and 
roam around doing tricks entertaining p

eople. I actually 

put a 12 pack box over my head and d
id an obstacle course with many cheers

 behind me and 

people shouting for more! Living on the
 road was so fun. I always woke up with people on my bus

 

I liked so we never had a dull moment
. My world is the Girlz Garage. I have Keep a Breast 

in my tent which creates awareness ab
out breast cancer. We document stories of guys and girls 

and how it has affected their lives. K
AB puts on an art show with breast ca

sts that have been 

painted by artists then sold to raise m
oney for the cause. We have guest artist-musicians for 

Vans shoe gallery, where bands apply ar
t or just sign a shoe that goes on eBa

y auctions with the 

money raised going to fight breast canc
er. Dickies Girl donates tees and for a 5 

buck donation 

you can spray paint with stencils to des
ign your own tank with proceeds going t

o the teenage  

suicide hotline. We have guitars to play which we give aw
ay at the end of the tour plus a  

treasure hunt Vans and I do where you can win pair of shoes. W
e have a big canvas for each 

state where we leave out markers and
 then at the end of the day it goes t

o a Vans shop in 

that state. Oh, there’s free stuff plus 
a giveaway a day where people can win

 a skateboard. 

We also have a hair stylist giving haircut
s all day. So we are a stop to check o

ut on this circus 

called Warped... till next year... enjoy your life... 
  Michelle Ponce



She Kills He
shekillshe.com
Last 5 Albums Listened to: 
DJ Ginger Snap, Edith Piaf, Ian Tiersen, 
Gnarls Barkley, Astrud Gilberto

Chris Chillemi
robotswillkill.com

Last 5 Albums Listened to: 
Avail “Over the James”, any Sick Of It All album, 
Grey Area “Grey Area”, any Tiger Army album, 
Cro-Mags “Age of Quarrel”

This summer PEEL magazine teamed up with C&N Footlockers to bring you the Trick 
Your Trunk art competition. C&N Footlockers sent their Undergraduate model footlock-
ers to ten individuals, fi ve male and fi ve female artists from around the country, who 
would compete for over a grand in total prizes. Up for grabs were gift certifi cates for 
street wear from Brooklyn Industries, art supplies from Art Primo, free sticker printing 
from Sticker Robot, skate decks and gear from Endustrial Skateboards, and rad stuff 
from GORILLAmART.com. Each artist had about three weeks to complete their trunks 
and photograph them for the contest. Photos and artists’ bios were posted on C&N’s 
contest site (www.trickyourtrunk.com) where thousands of people have voted for their 
favorites. Voting ends October 31st, and then we’ll see which male and which female 
artist will walk away with the goods.

for contest results visit: www.trickyourtrunk.com
to trick your own trunk order at: www.cnmfg.com

PEEL magazine deems C&N Footlockers THE art box for 

street artists. Spray cans don’t fi t in the average art bin. 

Not only are these trunks huge, they are super durable 

and you can trick them out to express your own style.
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Aaron Kraten
aaronkratenart.com

Aaron grew up in Huntington Beach, CA and always 
enjoyed drawing. He carried around small 100 page 
sketchbooks in which he drew often. In 1999 he was 
working at a thrift store called Stateside. There he 
started experimenting with painting on found objects. 
He started displaying his work in the thrift store and 
sold quite a bit of art off those walls. Soon after he 
began submitting his work to galleries and museums 
locally. He shows about 4 times a year and posts 
new work on his website often. He has drawn over 58 
- 100 page sketchbooks and created more than 150 
paintings. He is currently painting and working for The 
Collective as a production assistant.

Dolla Lama
myspace.com/dolla_lama

Growing up in New Jersey during the 80’s, I got 
hooked on hip hop at a very early age. I liked 
everything about it, all four elements. Every 
neighborhood had a crew and rap was all we 
listened to. Music was hard to come by if you 
didn’t have any money.  After nagging my parents 
for months, on my 13th birthday  they gave me my 
first double cassette boom box and pack of blank 
tapes. I would force myself to stay up on Friday 
and Saturday nights to record Mr. Magic’s Rap 

Attack on WBLS with DJ Marley Marl. Before long I was putting my 
own compilations together with songs like ‘Roxanne Roxanne’ and 
artists such as: Whodini, Big Daddy Kane, RUN DMC, Slick Rick, 
and the Fat Boys to name a few. This was about the time when 
my art went from copying cartoon characters from the TV Guide 
to drawing my own “home boys” and writing in bubble letters to 
decorate my cassette covers. Nearly 20 years have passed since 
my old school rap days and I am still doing graffiti related art and 
listening to rap music. Hip hop has definitely been an inspiration 
and a big part of my life for a long time. - DOLLA’

before

after



Angel179
onesevennine.com

Miss Venus
flickr.com/photos/missvenus

olive47
olive47.com

Last 5 Albums Listened to: 
Jaylib - Champion Sound (Instrumental), bit | bin - alias e.p.
Boards of Canada - The Campfire Headphase,  
The KLF -  Chill Out, Handsome Boy Modeling School - White People

Last concert attended:
I can’t go to shows on the account that  
I am so little I get tossed around. 

The concept for my trunk was that music is a part of my  
structure, it IS my skeleton. Without it I would not exist. The  
animals on the trunk are special to me. Crabs are the symbol  
for my zodiac sign, Cancer. I have a pair of Blue Crabs tattooed 
on my feet. Seahorses and Koi are what dreams are made of, 
mine that is. I was in Chinatown in Seattle and saw a jar full of 
dried seahorses. I cried. My hands are like butterflies, they just  
fly off and then what do I get? An illustration, a painting, a 
scribble. I’m always surprising myself. I go back to sketchbooks 
all the time, expanding on ideas, adding to drawings.  
There is always a skeleton is your closet from the past, it’s a 
reminder to not forget the past.  -Angel179

Sexy girls, fancy typography, vibrant colors, tattoos, and whatever 
she’s into at the moment (diamonds, argyle, cuddly stuffed ani-
mals, guns, etc) pretty much sums up Venus’ art. Currently resid-
ing in San Francisco, Venus works a full time job at an IT and AV 
consulting firm. While she isn’t being a nerd with her co-workers, 
Venus sketches and adds more girls to her collection. Not only an 
artist, she’s also the editor of her own graffiti zine called Short 
Cuts, a mother, and a wife. Currently, Venus is deeply into: Glen 
Danzig, diamonds, romantic movies, reading Le Petit Prince over 
and over again to her son, damask patterns, Japanese stationery 
with terrible spelling and grammar, talking and laughing with her 
OTP girls every single day, M.A.C. lipstick color no. 629 “Siren”, 
and her guilty pleasure, those KFC bowls.

Music has always been a huge part of my life. One of my earliest 
memories is me and my best friend (a boy) about 3 yrs old 
running around the back yard without our shirts on while David 
Bowie’s Fram blasted out the den window,
i almost always listen to music when i work. it provides the tone 
of what im doing.. I was  raised listening to everything :motown, 
rock funk,jazz, classical; took piano, cello lessons, etc ...my 
parents would buy us records before they’d buy us toys.
Music is a measure of ordered time put in a linear fashion. The 
basics of art to me are order, rhythm, numbers within a structure 
of  colour, image, idea, etc. so in a way, to me they’re the same. 
I used to do a lot of sound experiments in my animations a few 
years ago, but I haven’t done any in a while.. I’m presently doing 
a series of animations with other musicians scoring them, which 
I eventually hope to turn into a dvd and perhaps an ep. Oh. and i 
think i’ll start making music again in 2007.  
http://www.olive47.com/animation.html



DAVe
davewarnke.com

Peekaboo!
peekaboomonster.com

PeekaBoo! is a monster from beyond the pocket that hides 
under your beds at night. Don’t sleep! Keep your eyes open in 
the darkness! He’s slowly moving outside of the Northwest and 
spreading across the world with dustmites and ravens... What 
happens when the young rise only to get fresh? eatyouryoung! 
Pocket full of Monsters!!!

Dave Warnke, “DAVe”, is an internationally recognized street 
artist. He has been working as a street artist since 1989 and 
a professional artist since 1999. DAVe’s hand-painted posters 
and stickers of colorful, cartoon creatures can be found on 
trashcans, poles and boarded-up buildings throughout San 
Francisco and around the globe. His street art is intended to 
brighten up the urban landscape with a little good-natured 
subversion. DAVe’s paintings have been exhibited in art 
galleries throughout the world N’from the Bay Area to Brazil, 
Los Angeles to London and Mexico to Malaysia. In 2004, 
his work was part of “The Interventionists”, an exhibition of 
international Street Art at The Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art. DAVe has studied painting at The San 
Francisco Art Institute and New York’s School of the Visual 
Arts. He earned two degrees in Fine Art at DunLaoghaire 
College of Art and Design, in Dublin Ireland. DAVe’s artwork 
has been featured in magazines, books and even on television. 
DAVe was profiled in both The Oakland Tribune and The San 
Francisco Chronicle. In addition to working as an artist and 
a teacher, DAVe is the co-founder, with Mark Dwight, of a 
merchandise company called DAVe Industries.

Angel D’Amico
angeldamico.com

Favorite guilty pleasure music:
I know this is quite funny.... but 
Michael Jackson is my ALL TIME 
favorite... and I really like
rockin or workin out to  
Ashlee Simpson! ha ha...

I have been a classical musician since I was four years old so music 
plays a very important role in my life as well as my art. I believe that 
music and art compliment each other... to me they are both outlets. I 
like to sit at my piano and make up songs or play songs that go with 
my mood. It helps me express my feelings because I pretty much keep 
them to myself. During college I used to put on the Amelie soundtrack, 
close my door, have low lighting and paint watercolors for class... it 
was my favorite day of the week. Now when I work if I have to get into 
something and paint or use my computer for a long time I will put on a 
dance music iTunes station so I can just zone in on my work and not 
have to change CDs and stuff.



Four Eyed Fish 
review by Jessie Domingo of atypicalLiving.com

In Hawaii’s ever burgeoning art scene, few names hold weight like the 
lightsleepers, Pocket Full of Monsters and Prototype. The lightsleep-
ers, have been championing the underground arts for almost ten 
years. Pocket Full of Monsters, Lead by Angry Woebots is a group of 
exceptionally talented artists from Hawaii to NYC. Prototype is a Ha-
waii-based store that cultivates art, music, skateboarding, and cloth-
ing. They also hold monthly art events in store, such as last year’s 
successful ‘Heartists” series, which gave one local artist a showcase 
in the store for over a month. 

Recently, all three entities got together for a unique art show entitled 
“Four-Eyed Fish.” Artists from Hawaii and the mainland were invited to 
present their view of the event’s subject: visually-impaired sea crea-
tures aka four-eyed fish. Over twenty artists participated in the event, 
held at Prototype’s flagship store in Pearl City, Oahu. 

Many of the artists chose canvas as their primary medium, but some 
created more tactile pieces of art, such as Jesse Garcia’s figurine or 
Aaron Lee’s pillow-like puffer-fish. Styles of art varied from the street 
art quality of Angry Woebots to the more refined quality of Shaun 
Castro’s piece, depicting a very detailed lionfish wearing Shaun’s 
signature glasses. 

The event drew a very large and diverse crowd. It was quite surreal 
to see young and old alike creating amazing graffiti pieces in front of 
security guards that would otherwise prevent such activity. Because of 
its very accessible mall location, the events’ promoters were able to 
attract a much younger crowd just getting interested in art, giving them 
the opportunity to connect with the very artists that they view as role 
models in the art community at large. 

Not only were artists involved with this event, but three of hip-hop’s 
other elements were on display as well. DJ Observ of the lightsleep-
ers crew manned the turntables inside the store, giving everyone a 
glimpse of why DJs are held in such high regard in hip-hop circles. Out-
side of the store, local emcees Big Mox, Creed Chameleon, Demune 
and CarelessOne started up a freestyle cipher, attracting many onlook-
ers and people passing by to check out the art show inside. 

Available at the show was a special edition T-Shirt created by Pocket 
Full of Monsters member Peekaboo!, depicting his vision of four-eyed 
fish. Also included with the shirt was a special edition mixtape created 
for the event by Kavet the Catalyst. The shirt demonstrated Prototype’s 
commitment to the local underground art scene and giving local artists 
the much needed exposure they deserve. 

Overall, this event was a breath of fresh air for the Hawaii art com-
munity. Look for other unconventional art show at Prototype in Hawaii. 
Many thanks to the sponsors of this event: the lightsleepers, Proto-
type, Pocket Full of Monsters, atypicalLiving.com and PEEL Magazine.

don’t sleep, visit: www.lightsleepers.net
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mur·mur  (mûrmr)
n. 
1  A low, indistinct, continuous sound.
2  An indistinct, whispered, or confidential complaint; a mutter.
3  Medicine. An abnormal sound, usually emanating from the heart,  
    sometimes indicating a diseased condition.

Murmur is a Los Angeles based art, music and design collective 
centered around the shared vision and goals of Ribbon Controller and 
NO/FI, including a revolving cast of friends, artists and musicians. 
As unrestricted creative individuals searching to find our place in a 
world where everything calls for specialization in one field or another 
we found ourselves cramped and pressured to focus our energies 
into one specific creative outlet. We created murmur as a means to 
be ourselves creatively in whatever capacity we may choose, working 
mostly in advertising, generally targeting add spaces and billboards 
as an art attack stealing back the attention and focus of the masses. 
Murmur started out as a band containing 2 artists where now murmur 
is a creative movement of both music and art. Murmur is whatever we 
want to be in life. Murmur is creative freedom, anarchy, and love.  
Murmur is pink drippy spray paint and Hello Kitty ramune, an anti-
brand, dark, cute, subversive, droney, ambient, electronic, lo-fi,  
analogue and unrelenting with the tendency to rock your face!!!

Our focus as a collective is on street art, music, fine art, design, toy 
design, collaborations, live performances and gallery shows. It goes 
on and on and we aren’t planning on stopping. 

for more visit: icecreamhell.blogspot.com
and: myspace.com/murmur93
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Venusian rockers Valient Thorr touched down to rock our planet for 
Warped Tour this summer. It may not be clear whether they’ve come 
from the past or the future, but one thing is absolutely certain, they’ve 
come to Rock. Right off the stage and dripping with sweat, Valient 
Himself, took some time to talk with us about the serious business 
of Rock and Roll as a catalyst, overcoming fear, and the absence of 
beards in Washington.

You said something during the show that was part of the inspira-
tion for us when we started PEEL magazine, that you don’t have 
to do the stupid jobs people say you have to do. That you can 
follow your dreams. 
How did you get inspired to follow your dreams?

I just felt like everybody in this whole Earth, and my Earth family 
always sacrificed their dreams for their family or maybe something else 
that was really important, but they never gave it up just to see what 
would happen. I feel like a lot of the world is guilt tripped into doing 
what they end up doing. So after grad school I taught at East Carolina 
University for a year. And then to get the band off into the stratosphere 
I was a sixth grade teacher. I was a sub first, and then I did some 
home ec shit and then I ended up teaching sixth graders. There were 
some of these kids who had never been told they could do anything, 
you know. I mean, you had some of the richest kids in the world, and 
some were autistic, and then you had kids whose parents were spend-
ing their money on crack instead of paying rent. I was like, damn man, 
these kids are hating it, they’re stuck in these last chance programs 
where people are treating them like nothing’s ever gonna change for 
them. If you actually talked to these kids like somebody you wanted 
to know instead of treating them like they’re worthless, you’d gain 
their trust by being real with them. Not just going through the motions 
because you’ve been an adult teacher for 18 years. If you just be real 
with somebody, they’ll be real with you. I used to curse sometimes in 
front of them, and they didn’t tell on me, because they thought, “Wow, 
this guy’s being honest”. I decided, I’m not going to do this anymore, 
I’m going to do what I’m telling them which is to do their dreams. They 

can do anything they want, so I can do what I want. So I split. But I feel 
like I’m still teaching. Instead of a classroom where I’ve got like 200 
kids every 180 days now I got fuckin’ thousands of kids a day. If you 
think of a head as fertile soil and your ideas are seeds, even if there’s 
two kids out there I’m still gonna say the same shit as if there was 
2,000. I feel like the dream of your magazine is my dream, I think it’s 
everybody’s dream, but you can make it a reality.

One of our goals with PEEL is to encourage people to take 
control of their environment, and to filter the messages being 
pounded into them by mass media. We’re trying to be an alter-
nate voice like you.

The difference is, whether you take control of your destiny or whether 
you just leave shit up to fate. They are the two parallel lines along the 
ultimate Timeline. You know, we’re talking about history here, not just 
the history of the world, but everybody’s personal history. That’s how 
relationships are created, that’s why we do the things we do. That’s 
why we act the way we do, why we like what we like, and all that shit.

How long have you been doing the band?

Nine years, well six seriously. We left everything 17 and a half months 
ago and we haven’t stopped. That’s when we got rid of all houses, all 
storage units, everything. We’re free. The only bill I have is a phone 
bill. I mean we have outside Earth people we care about, but most 
don’t understand. I don’t know. There’s different schools of thought 
and mine is that we are animals. We’re no better than the animals, 
we’re no better than each other. If you feel like you gotta do some-
thing, then that’s what you do. It ain’t like somebody’s calling me to 
do it. It’s like me saying, “I fuckin’ gotta do this, or I don’t care about 
living anymore”. I’m not gonna live the way it was put forward to me 
and shown how to live. You can do whatever you want. Everybody can. 
It’s not just, “Hey man, we’re privileged, we’re dudes, we can do it, 
or we’re white, we can do it, or we’re straight, we can do it”. It’s like, 
“Fuckin’ you’re a human, get off your ass and do whatever you want”. 

interview by Dave and Holly Combs
photos by Holly Combs
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If you’re in a situation where you can’t then you gotta get out of that 
situation. You should fuckin’ split is what I said. You might piss a 
lot of people off and you get guilt tripped hard, but what do you do? 
Would I go back? Hell no! I did a bunch of little bullshit jobs and a 
couple of fun ones cause I was sick of the ridiculous ones, but noth-
ing beats what you’re here to do. There’s some sick lyrics, “There’s 
never enough time to do things you wanna do once you find them”, Jim 
Croce, but that’s horseshit. I mean it’s true, but he wasn’t willing to 
give up the guilt and I am. I won’t let anything hold me back.

Do you think fear is one of the things that holds people back?

Fear runs the United States. The whole world’s not like this. Even 
if you haven’t been out of the United States you can tell. Just look 
around. Fear controls everything here. If you weren’t scared to get out 
of your town, you wouldn’t be stuck in your town, if you weren’t scared 
to get off your continent, you wouldn’t be stuck on the continent, if 
you weren’t scared to travel somewhere and check it out, you would’ve 
already done it. All the ideas that are based on other places that you 
haven’t been or just from what you heard about it or saw on TV, which 
is all horseshit, you never experienced it yourself, that’s just somebody 
else’s reality you’re buying into. I have to see pretty much everything 
for myself. If it seems like I’m gonna be stoked on it, I check it out. If 
it seems like horseshit then I won’t check it out. If I miss out on stuff, 
I mean, nobody’s perfect. I say definitely don’t be scared to check out 
stuff that you’re curious about. Curiosity killed the cat, but a cat’s got 
nine lives so fuck it.

You left your old world behind, and now you’re a part of a  
different world, the record industry, do you want to talk about 
that world?

Yeah, I mean I guess you’d say we made agreements with dudes to 
get our albums out there and that’s helped out a lot. You have to have 
distribution for your message or something you create. But then, are 
you creating something digestible, something that they’re gonna plug 
it for five minutes then kids are gonna swallow it and shit it back out, 
or are you making art? Are you making something that you want to be 

a part of history. Do want to make something that’s gonna last beyond 
your own lifetime? I wanna make a piece of art that lasts beyond my 
own lifetime. So that’s where my business lies. Outside of that, when 
I say YOU can do it, YOU can do it. YOU can, meaning I don’t have a 
manager, the band doesn’t have a manager, we don’t have a booking 
agent, I do it all myself. It’s not that hard, it’s fuckin’ frustrating, but 
you can do it. And you can do it and play with radical bands. Look at 
who’s on this tour. It’s killer. It’s absolutely bonkers that I can call 
somebody from my previous Earth life, a parent or old girlfriend or 
whatever and be like, “Check it out, I’m going on tour with fuckin’ Joan 
Jett after Warped Tour’s over”. And they’re like, “What? Are you kid-
ding?”, and you can feel good that you hooked that up yourself.

When people are amazed and ask how you can do it, how do  
you respond to that?

You’ve just gotta be in control of your destiny. When they ask that 
question, it’s like, “What the fuck do you do?”, and they say this and 
that, and I’m like, “Well, how did you do that?”. You just gotta go 
balls to the wall, you can’t miss out on opportunities. If it’s there and 
it presents itself you just gotta try. Just get used to the idea that it 
might or might not work, but it ain’t gonna happen if you don’t even try. 
Sometimes it’s hard when things don’t work out, but then sometimes 
it’s like, BAM! jackpot!

When you perform, it’s amazing, you seem to have no fear,  
you just put it all out there. Is that a big element fueling  
your performance?

I can’t even jump off a high dive because of an accident in 10th grade, 
but I’ll jump from twice as high into a crowd of people that could drop 
me where I’d kill myself. Why is that? It’s because of my association 
with it. These kids are out there, and I can see it in their eyes, they 
want something, they want to hear it, but nobody’s trying to tell them 
they can do it, they want some reassurance. When you’re up there and 
you see it in their eyes and they’re fuckin’ stoked, you know that they’ll 
take care of you because you represent what they believe in. I’m not 
saying I’m gonna be everybody’s hero, but everybody wants something 



to believe in. I think that real rock and roll is and always has been a 
catalyst for that. It always will be something that greases the wheels. 
If you’re doing something and you’re sweating that hard then that ef-
forts realized. That’s your effort put forth and if you weren’t sweating 
and you’re running that hard then the machine would break. When 
I’m sweatin’ and it’s goin’ and the kids are there it happens, and I’m 
not scared of anything. I don’t even care if I do die, because I’ve said 
everything I’ve got to say up to that point. It’s a kind of euphoria. It’s 
almost like slow motion in a movie, the adrenaline’s pumping, you feel 
it, the crowd feels it, the time signatures are flowing, and it’s almost 
like we CAN do anything. You don’t want it to end. That feeling is 
crazier than any drug.

You still teach with your music, but have you learned anything 
from your fans?

It’s like when I was teaching figure drawing class, sometimes the 
teacher learns from the students. They might have a different perspec-
tive. It’s all about experience. If this kid’s seen some shit that I’ve 
never seen before and he’s telling it to me, I might go, “Oh yeah, 
that’s another fuckin’ way of looking at it, and you were right, and I’ve 
been clouded to it.” If you’ll keep your mind open for that, it really 
can’t do any harm. You can’t be faulted for trying to understand that 
other perspective.

Do you have any thoughts about schools cutting funding for art 
and music?

There’s so many shady business dealings that go on especially now 
the way everything’s connected, I mean everything, you know. I’m talk-
ing about like fast food, and the weather report, to the way they stock 
grocery stores. It all is controlled. When they say they have to cut 
programs to fund something else over here, but then they’ll distract 
you with a weird news program, like they’ve got pictures of North 
Korea from 2001 and they might blow up fuckin’ Alaska. Meanwhile 
they’re signing some legislation that gays can’t get married in Virginia 
or Rhode Island. It’s like all these wedge issues that push us all apart 
from each other instead of coming together on real issues that we 
really do fuckin’ care about. They get us to fight about this shit that 
shouldn’t even be each other’s business when there’s whole countries 
bombing and killing each other. And it’s all just so they can line their 
fat fuckin’ pockets and keep their family bloodlines going into the ends 
of the earth, and they don’t even realize that they’re killing the earth.

Do you ever feel like the struggle is well...

Futile? No way. Not at all. Because when one dude can make as many 
people as we make happy every day, and like all these bands do, it 
only takes a few more to get together and really take it to the streets. 
And before it gets too too bad, I feel like something crazy could like, 
you know, nobody’s gonna put up with this shit forever. If they did 
something drastic like reinstating the draft, that would be the best 
thing that could happen for the anti-war movement. Or imposed martial 
law, because momma’s don’t want their babies to grow up to be 
cowboys. That’s just a true fact. It’s fucked up how, you think all the 
religious freaks or Christians or whatever are on your side, but then 
they try to take their babies off to war and all of a sudden it swings 
back the other way and you’ve got these hoity toity mom’s on the other 
side. And these bitches might get out in the street and fight. I don’t 
know. It’s just so big to talk about I could go on all day.

It is getting pretty heavy. To lighten it up do you want to tell 
us about the funniest or craziest thing that’s happened to you 
while touring?

Aw, hell, I don’t know. I hope it keeps getting crazier. I don’t think the 
craziest stuff I’ve seen has happened to us because as a band we 
keep it pretty mellow because we go every single fuckin’ day, we can’t 
really stray from the path. I mean we have fun, we go see killer bands 
play. We like to go off and do our own thing. We’ve been living in an RV 
for months, and I don’t want to say it’s monotonous, we like to go see 
flicks together. We like to stay clean and take showers. Washing my 
hair is like my favorite pastime. I did see one thing that’s was pretty 
crazy not too long ago in Texas. There were all these thrash bands 
down there that we’re betting each other on shots, raising the stakes, 
and it got to this one guy drinking beer from a ball goblet. (You’ll have 
to ask Valient himself about the ball goblet story, because we can’t do 
it justice here.)  

I was just like, man, you are the master. You win, brother. ( 

If you can call that winning?

I’d like to go down on register saying I was not in that contest.

Can you tell us about your look?  
Long beards are pretty rare these days.

I know, it’s weird. People used to have beards all the time. You know 
where nobody has beards? Washington DC. No beards. My girlfriend 
lived in Washington DC, and every time I’d go there, I’m like the little 
handicapped kid, just totally standing out in the crowd. And I’m like 
where the fuck are all the beards in Washington DC? I used to have 
this job where they we’re like, “Herbie, your sideburns are getting 
a little long”, and I had heard that shit before, and I was just like, 
fuck this. And they were like, “Excuse me?”, and I was just like there 
comes a time in a man’s life where he needs to make his own deci-
sions about his facial hair. So you guys can deal with it or fuck off. And 
they couldn’t deal with it so they fucked off and I never looked back.

for further transmissions from Venus visit: www.valientthorr.com





Belgian artist and Jungle Tactics - XL crewmember The Plug aka PNK 
One unplugs the status quo with a clever approach to creating street 
art that truly interacts with the environment. In addition to traditional 
graffiti he also creates works that transform uninteresting common 
objects and urban settings into challenging and thought provoking 
installations. Unique vision and execution distinguishes The Plugg’s 
street work from the increasing visual cacophony.

Why do you unplugg?

The basic purpose was to symbolically unplugg the system. It was a 
kind of joke, to unplugg all the machines or institutions which make us 
slaves of the system. I wanted to shut them down with humor - like a 
nonviolent war making people smile and subtly creating awareness of 
some hypocritical behaviour of governments, corporations, banks etc. 
In summary, a teardrop in the ocean, just one more small idea to try to 
make people think about the society in which they live.

When did you first start “unplugging the system”?

I began to unplugg around five or six years ago.

What were some of the first things you unplugged?

The first thing I unplugged was a parking meter in my hometown Arlon 
(Belgium), I had just received a f-ing fine, so I was trying to bring some 
humor to a bad situation which many people encounter. I went during 
the night and unplugged it - justice was done. Ha Ha.

What have you been unplugging more recently?

I was in Moscow last week, it permitted me to unplugg some “typical” 
pay phones, soda vending machines, etc. I was also in Barcelona, 
where I unplugged the “Torre Agbar” from Jean Nouvel, the brand new 
giant dildo in the center of town. It was really funny. Besides that, I’ve 
just found a nice spot were 14 things can be unplugged in a row. Just 
waiting for this f-ing rain to stop so I can paint the floor.

What statement were you making by unplugging schools?

Joker card.

Humor plays a role in your street art.  
Can you talk about that aspect of your work? 

In my daily life, I’m a guy who likes to have a lot of fun, so I continue 
to work in this way. Humor makes people remember your work well 
and have sympathy for it. It requires more subtlety to create work that 
touches people with humor. To simply destroy is so easy and so com-
monplace these days... but that’s just my opinion.

You started out using paint, later progressing to include other 
methods as well. Can you tell us about that development and 
why you adopted new techniques?

I enlarged my panel of work because I didn’t want my plugs to be seen 
by people as a logotype. What’s more, it stretches me to find other 
means of execution for the concept of “unplugg”. It’s a kind of exer-
cise. I want to be free and do what I want to do, and expand beyond 
the category of what things are normally used for. The evolution was 
from the usual spraycans, to paste, to brushes, to performances in 
streets and lots more. Everything is available to use, we have just to 
find the inspiration to use it. Above all... don’t worry and be free.

You created a campaign for an imaginary political movement. 
Can you tell us about that and some of the reactions? 

Yeahhhhh it was four years ago, it was the election my country. I cre-
ated a campaign “vote for the inspector Derrick”. I pasted around 800 
posters in my town. Even the newspaper ran it on the front page to 
tell people not to vote for Derrick, because it wasn’t a real movement. 
Both my friends and I were totally amazed by the articles. Derrick was 
our idol. I find him so cool but totally kitsch-trendy-oldschool. I like it so 
much. My slogan is “Derrick has to be seen on a color TV. On a black 
and white TV, you lose the subtlety of the series”. Now before every 
election people are waiting to see my next campaign... I find it so cool.

interview by Dave Combs
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Tell us how you feel when you’re putting your work on  
the street? 

So free, the world is mine yet I feel so alone in the street, as if nobody 
else were in the streets... a strange mix of feelings to be honest. So I 
also like it when people come over to ask me some information about 
the meaning of my work. It allows me to meet some people I’ve never 
met. I like people.

Does music influence you and your art? In what ways?

Yes, the music has an influence. The humorous aspects of my work 
come from the Ska music I listen to a lot, the most crazy or hard 
urban performance, from the ska punk/pop rock music which gives 
me energy and the lounge music, because my life is quiet and cool. 
(Especially chilling with my girlfriend.) Each kind of music speaks to a 
different part of me and a different part of my life and activity. Each 
kind of music I listen to defines a part of me.

You also do t-shirts and gallery work. Do you feel that your 
themes translate well into the different media? 

I try. You know, my artistic productions for galleries or museums are 
pretty different from my street work. I try to afford new stuff, new 
creative modes in my “institutional works”. People already know my 
work on the street, and I don’t see the purpose in bringing something 
created for the street and recontextualize it for an institution where 
much of the meaning is lost. So, my institutional works have a differ-
ent purpose than the ones for the street.
I try to create new things, installations, paintings, illustrations, still 
with the name plug, but not necessary with an actual plug. I don’t want 
to use it too much as a logotype. But my work on the street is easily 
understood, so I try to speak in another way, by another medium. I 
don’t wanna do a copy-paste of my street work. My canvases and 
illustrations are beginning to show success but without a relationship 
with the genuine “soft war” of the original plugs.
Over time, and the exhibitions I’ve done, I’m becoming more profes-
sional and creative, and I am having positive responses, especially 
with the installations and paintings. The tees are just for fun.

What do people need more of in your opinion?

Probably the most trite or common notion ever, but also probably the 
truest... love and unity!!! 

Any closing words you’d like to share?

Just a word of thanks, my love stephanie, for all the support and love!

get unplugged at: www.unplugthesystem.be



“Freestyle Friends”
by Matt Furie

“Jar”
by Goopymart

“Stars” 
by Doug Boehm

Goopymart is a one man (Will Guy) design studio 
specializing in bright, colorful lumpy things. 
A wide variety of artwork, comics, and animations 
are made for the delight and confusion of the 
world’s population. 
All this can be enjoyed at www.goopymart.com

The Robot Assemblage Creativity Contest 
from Sticker Robot and Zoltron invited artists 
worldwide to throw down for some epic prize 
packages including full color vinyl stickers of 
the winning designs, a full set of Mars-1 mini 
fi gures and other tasty treats from Strangeco, 
a subscription to PEEL, an autographed 
SEEN skate deck, an SFaustina signed copy 
of Blood Wars’ book, custom Pinpops of the 
winning entries, Fudge Factory odds and ends, 
t-shirts from Swobo and Zoltron, and killer 
sticker packs from Robots Will Kill.

The only rule was that the subject of the 
sticker must be a noun. (that’s a person, 
place, or thing for those who slept in grammar 
class) Plural nouns were fair game. (that’s 
more than one, slacker)

Throngs of artists answered the challenge 
in droves with subject matter ranging from 
seriously political to ridiculously silly. After 
weeks of watching the entries roll in, judges 
SFaustina, Fudge Factory Comics, Dom 
Murphy, Zoltron, SEEN, PEEL, Sticker Robot, 

Strangeco, and Robots Will Kill diligently 
scoured the entries for the three that would 
stand in victory above the masses.

Goopymart took the gold with the silver and 
bronze awarded to Matt Furie, and Doug 
Boehm respectively. Congratulations to them 
and also check out some of the honorable 
mentions on the following page.

visit the Robot at: www.stickerobot.com
and Zoltron at: www.zoltron.com
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London based Brazilian born artist Waleska Nomura has been 
improving public spaces with her work since 1998, in her own words, 
“Spreading the love and positive energy to the world.” Her whimsical 
characters beckon viewers into a parallel universe in which love,  
happiness, and colorful imagination rule, often in stark contrast to  
the dull, colorless, utilitarian spaces in which they are found. 

Was art prominent throughout your childhood or was this an 
expression acquired later in life?

From a very early age I grew up around graffiti as my older brother 
Tinho was one of the first graffiti artists in Brasil, painting around the 
mid-eighties. I have always been in the middle of the scene with him.

In the beginning, you painted letterforms and have since  
developed characters. What inspired the change and  
developing of storytelling?

After years of painting just straight letter pieces I realised that I could 
use that opportunity and time that I was using to paint the wall to 
spread a positive message to people who saw my work.

Most, if not all, of your characters are female.  
Are you promoting “girl power?”

Not at all, I think I paint mostly female characters because they repre-
sent myself and my feelings more in their expressions.

Do you feel that there is stiff competition between male and 
female artists?

No I have never felt any kind of competition from male artists. Actually 
it was the opposite, they would always help motivate and encourage 
me in my painting.

You’ve collaborated with Adam Neate. Your styles are very  
different. How did the two of you come to work together?

He is my husband and my best friend too.

In art, it is common to speak of heavier more political subjects.  
How did you come about speaking of something so light hearted 
and upbeat? Did you feel there was a need out there to  
counteract the “ugly” in the world to provide an escape?

I’m a naturally happy and positive person, so my art reflects this. With 
all the problems in the world and as I have always lived in big grey cit-
ies, I felt the need to put some color back into the cities and this was 
a main benefactor in me starting my project “Spreading the love and 
positive energy to the world.”

(continued next page)



You’ve been traveling around the world with the project. Where 
do you plan to travel next?

I’m going to France in September with a load of ready made street
installations to spread the love.

What is your ultimate goal with this project?

To help make the world a little bit of a happier place.

Being that your art is on the street for all to view, do you ever 
hear the buzz around town about it?

I recently painted a shop shutter, and it was nice have people contact 
me saying how happy it made them feel to see my work on a large 
scale.

If you could give props to any other street artist, who would it 
be and why?

My husband Adam Neate because he inspires me the most and my 
brothers Binho, Presto and Tinho because without them I would not 
have started painting.

Who and what are you biggest influences?

Frida because she painted with her heart and soul. Walt Disney be-
cause I studied their cartoons when I started learning how to draw and 
all the cartoons as I love them all.

Give me an idea of your dream project.

I would love to be able to do a big installation exhibition in a big space
one day.

catch the love at: www.waleska.co.uk



Nearly a decade ago Ryan Robidoux launched Urban Wallpaper, the 
first website dedicated entirely to trading and documenting sticker 
art online. It would be difficult to overstate the importance of Urban 
Wallpaper’s role in the growth of the worldwide sticker art movement 
over the last nine years. Thousands of self adhesive vinyl and paper 
masterpieces have passed through the network on their way to count-
less locations across the globe. In addition it’s impossible to guess 
how many individuals have been inspired to start making their own 
stickers after browsing the Urban Wallpaper sticker archive. In the next 
few pages we’ll show you some of the stickers that have been sent 
through the site, and hear from the man who conceived it.

How did you get into doing stickers in the first place?

I started skateboarding in the late eighties and was a fiend for 
skateboard stickers. I would go to the local skateboard store, The 
Watershed, and buy as many stickers as my allowance could afford. 
There was a guy who worked there who had started making his own 
stickers with a picture of Andre the Giant on them. He gave them out 
to everyone and encouraged us to put them up everywhere. I was 
interested in making some of my own stickers for me and the other 
kids I skated with, so I asked him questions about how to get started. 
He told me I could go to Kinko’s Copy center and get a photocopy of 
my design on sticker paper. I then started making stickers all the time 
for me and my skate buddies.

I fell in love with graffiti after seeing the movie ‘Beat Street,’ and have 
been drawing in a graffiti style for years. I think it was around ‘92 when 
Andy Howell started doing the whole Underground Element thing. The 
skateboard graphics he was putting out had all this insane graffiti style 
that I was crazy into. I had always drawn graffiti, but the graphics I saw 
him doing on boards made me want to go out and paint the stuff I was 
drawing..

After I started to paint graffiti, my stickers changed from having my 
skate crew’s name on them to having my tag, which then was DEN and 
shortly after became EVOKERONE.

How and why did you start Urban Wallpaper?

‘97 was the year I first got the internet. I was really into doing my own 
stickers and was interested in meeting other people that were doing 
the same thing. I would search around for artists, but at that time 
there were only a couple of people that had websites. I think it was 
only Obey Giant, ESM, Dave Kinsey, Do the Math, and maybe Poplab. 
There were probably a bunch more, but those were the only ones I 
knew about. One thing about their sites though was that they only had 
their art work on them. I wanted to make a site that everyone could 
have stickers on. I thought that this would be a great way to get mine 
and other peoples stickers out to different parts of the country that we 
would never go. It would be a great way to meet more artists and to 
get more artists stickers which I was heavy into collecting.

I really wanted to do my own site so I took a class on how to make 
websites. After a lot of hard work I put up the first very crappy version 
of Urban Wallpaper. When the site finally went up it had about ten 
stickers on it. It had an address that was about two hundred letters 
long and maybe had four visitors in the first year.  

About a year later after launching, Artcrimes put up a post about the 
site and that’s when things started happening. Within a couple weeks  
I was getting emails and stickers from all over the world.

How has the site changed over time?

When I first started the site, it had to be made for people with slow 
internet connections so everyone could check it out. Because of that, 
the images had to be way smaller in size and were low quality. Now 
that most people have good connections, I can put up larger and  
better quality images. As a result though, I recently had to remove a  
lot of the older stickers due to the fact that the images were so crappy 
in comparison to the newer ones. The worst thing about that is the 
actual stickers have long since been stuck or sent to people so I  
can’t redo them.
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Now that you’re looking so professional 
some people might think you’re making big 
money from the site, do you want to address that?

The site continues to be nonprofi t. All of the money goes to web host-
ing, banner removal, the domain name, shipping costs, and back to 
the artists that support us. If there is anything left after all that, I take 
it to the bar and buy myself a beer for all the work I do on it for free. As 
for the professional look, I do have a degree in multimedia design and 
I have just recently started hitting up other artists for help.

What do you see as a benefi t of Urban Wallpaper over just 
trading stickers directly with other artists?

Prior to PEEL’s Slaps, Sticker Traders, and Sticker Switch it was kind of 
hard to fi nd other sticker artists. I would go online and look for hours 
for new people to trade with. I thought creating a site that would bring 
the stickers directly to me would not only benefi t me personally by 
getting the stickers sent right to me, but could also start something 
that other people could use as well. The site allows artists to have a 
central place to send their stickers knowing they’ll be distributed to 
people all over the world, and where people can go to get stickers from 
a diverse group of artists.

What are some of your favorite stickers you’ve gotten?

One of my favorites was the Tony Clifton sticker that Shepard Fairey 
did. I looked for that sticker forever and fi nally someone read on the 
site that I was looking for it and sent it to me. Other people’s work that 
constantly impresses me and whose stickers I love getting in the mail 
include Flying Fortress, Epik, Alexone, Robots will Kill, Stormie, ESM, 
Dranski, Buff Monster, Andy Howell, 14bolt, Natoe, Magma, Shierif, 
Gam, and Kinsey.

Do you have any ideas for future additional features on 
Urban Wallpaper that you can share with us?

Just to make the site bigger and better. More stickers by more artists! 
There are still tons of new artists I would love to get stickers from like 
3a crew, D-Face, Hoernchen, Meatlove, Supa Kitch, Akroe, Nano 4814, 
and Olsen just to name a few. I would also like to get new stickers 
from everyone that has sent me stuff before. I want it to become a 
kind of archive of the art we are all doing.

for more check out www.dramavisuals.com





While taking a detailed walk around the streets of Philly you are likely 
to constantly see three faces in the most unlikely places. These faces 
are better known to street art addicts as Robert W. Reign, El Toro (aka 
Frost), and Nose.

The three artists behind these characters have been blanketing Philly 
for the last three years with their stickers, marker, and paint creations. 
They were part of the Philly street art scene when it was just a bumper 
sticker. Over the years they have turned Philly into a public gallery for 
the masses.

Though Bob, Frost and Nose have independently been in shows across 
the country, it wasn’t until last August that they had a rare chance to 
finally show their work together in one space. On the street the similari-
ties between the three styles are strong, but their distinct, individual 
style takes shape on the canvases that hung on the walls of the Jade 
Gallery in Olde City.

The Familiar Faces opening that took place on August 1st wasn’t your 
typical gallery show by any means. Bob, Frost and Nose took their 
vibe to the gallery world by throwin’ down on the walls of the Jade 
in marker, and kept things original by doing an 8’ x 8’ shared mural. 
Local hip-hop DJ’s schooled gallery cruisers and made sure to keep 
things loose with the old and new funk.

The positive vibes from the age diverse crowd proved that the Familiar 
Faces show was a success. Even more, it proves that these three 
street artists can bring their talent and energy of the streets anywhere 
to anyone. 

Bob, Frost, and Nose say thanks to Jade Gallery, PEEL, and Rarebreed 
for making the show a successful event. An additional thank you to all 
those who helped us in between.

words by Dianna Potts & Nags
finished collab photo by dMarie
all other photos by Andrew Gappett

familiar faces
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Xyron 510
review by Peripheral Media Projects 

Few things in the world can compare to the joy 
of stickers and sticking them to almost any-
thing imaginable. Now the Xyron 510 makes 
it possible for amateurs and professionals 
to make stickers out of anything that can be 
fed into the machine. The technical specs 
say anything 1/16’’ or less can go through, 
though we tested out some materials that 
might not be considered standard sticker-
making material (metal sheeting goes 
through, but doesn’t stick up very well).

With so many possibilities, the fi rst thing to 
do is choose what materials to use. We took 
laminate, wood, paper, photos, postcards, fab-
ric, and all sorts of things, and collaged them, 
separated them, and stuck them together. We 
liked the Xyron because its ease of use and 
old school Shake n’ Bake-like engineering. We 
don’t know what’s happening with the chem-
istry, but the way it adheres stickiness just 
to the back of the objects inserted and not 
all over the print bed/paper backing is quite 
cool. The 510 is great for someone making 
stickers 5’’ wide or less. For bigger ones, we 
recommend the slightly larger model (that can 
handle 8 1/2’’ x 11’’ for example).

Overall we dug the machine and it will get 
lots of mileage here in PMPland. One thing 
we thought of was that obviously spray mount 
is cheaper and yields pretty much the same 
results, though spray mount is obviously toxic 
and can be messy. For ease of use, non-toxic-
ity, and sleek looks, the Xyron is a treat.

for more on Xyron visit: www.xyron.com

for more on PMP visit:
www.peripheralmediaprojects.com

Wallspankers is the brand spankin’ new 
submission-based project from MWMgraphics 
and Knuckle Sandwich Press. Artists from all 
over the world send their black and white art 
to be included in the downloadable PDF zine 
available on the wallspankers.com website. 
Readers can download the zine for free and 
then print it onto sticker paper, cut, and stick.

“As a graffi ti head, designer, illustrator, and 
sticker fan, I wanted to create a place where 
friends, fam and new acquaintances could 
share their Black and White designs with the 
world.” – Matt MWM

 get spankin’ at: www.wallspankers.com
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Robots Will Kill Sticker Club
So you trade stickers. You’ve stuffed envelopes until your fingers bleed 
and your tongue is permanently adhered to the roof of your mouth, but 
you still can’t get enough stickers to satiate your adhesive addiction? 
Or maybe you’re a sticker fiend but you’ve got no skills to make your 
own, so trading isn’t even an option for you.

If you find yourself in either of these situations, have no fear, Robots 
Will Kill has the answer: The Robots Will Kill Sticker Club. For just  
six bucks a month you can get your sticker fix with the option to cancel  
at any time, or for your ongoing habit you can sign up for a year  
subscription with a discount off the monthly price.

From the website: Every month you get a sticker pack with work from 
RWK and contributing artists. Some artists you know already, some 
you can’t believe you didn’t see until now. We have a ton of stickers 
ready to be sent out by the likes of as DAVe, JesseR, The Upperhand, 
Zoltron, 14Bolt, Yo Capish, PEEL magazine, Cute Crimes Crew and 
Think One (Unseen). Some stickers are mass-produced, some hand-
done. Be the first kid on your block with new RWK stickers each and 
every month. Subscribe for the year and get a price-break and free 
(FREE!) RWK logo t-shirt (just choose your size).

get your stix fix at: www.robotswillkill.com

To help fund all the postage this project is sure to burn through several 
different artists from around the world contributed designs for sticker 
packs produced by Sticker Traders. The sticker packs are numbered, 
limited to only 102 produced, and are available exclusively at PEEL 
magazine’s online shop, GORILLAmART.com.

give and receive at: www.stickertraders.com
to get a StickerTraders sticker pack visit: www.gorillamart.com

Sticker Traders is the latest addition to the online sticker trading 
scene. Here’s the deal: You send in 15 of your stickers. You get 15  
or more stickers back from different artists. Not only do you get rad 
stickers, but your stickers get spread all over the world.
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